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A NEW YEAR, NEW NAME AND A NEW LOOK
Welcome to Landings, the newsletter of the
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance!
You may be asking yourself, “Wait
a second. What happened to the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association newsletter?
And what the heck is the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance?” The
short answer is that the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA) is
the new sister non profit organization
of the MLA. The MLA remains just the
same, still advocating for Maine lobstermen and the resource they depend on,
as it has done since 1954. The MLCA, on
the other hand, is dedicated to fostering
thriving coastal communities and preserving Maine’s lobstering heritage.
So what does that mean, exactly?
Each organization has its own board of
directors. Each organization has its own
budget. Each organization tackles different issues facing Maine’s lobstermen
and lobstering communities. And each
organization shares a single executive director, Patrice McCarron.

The motivation for creating this new
organization came about after the MLA
finished its strategic plan in 2009. The
MLA board reaffirmed its mission, as a
vigorous industry association that advocates for Maine’s commercial lobstermen at the state, regional and federal
levels. The board decided, however, that
to meet the lobstering industry’s educational, scientific and charitable needs, a
new organization should be formed. So
in September, 2010, the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance was incorporated as non-profit organization.
The next obvious question is: so
what’s the MLCA going to do? Partnering with other organizations but using
the same staff as the MLA, the MLCA has
many new projects in the works. First
among these is the herring acoustic survey, undertaken with the Gulf of Maine
Research Institute this past fall. Beginning in August and running through the
fall months, ten lobster boats outfitted
with acoustic equipment surveyed Atlan-

tic herring populations throughout Gulf
of Maine inshore areas. The data will be
used by fisheries scientists to better estimate the abundance of inshore herring,
in turn leading to more accurate herring
allocations.
The MLA newsletter also is taking a
new form. As part of the MLCA, the paper, renamed Landings, will continue to
inform the public and Maine’s lobstering
communities about what’s happening
along the coast. The 24-page paper, however, will broaden its focus to include
features on Maine’s many fisheries, the
status of the lobster resource, and relevant community issues including public
policy and science debates.
A new project starting in 2013 is the
Claws for a Cause program. The goal of
Claws for a Cause is to educate the public about the sustainable practices of the
Maine lobstermen, such as the use of
escape vents and V-notching. Designed
to be used in restaurants and other businesses, the MLCA has developed a table

tent card and poster presenting facts
about the Maine’s lobstering heritage
and sustainable fishery. Participating
businesses will donate a portion of their
profits to the Claws for a Cause program.
Two businesses thus far are participating in the program; additional companies will be solicited this winter.
In addition, the MLCA is drafting
the very first Lobster Industry Indicators
report this year. The Lobster Indicators
Report will present key scientific, economic and community facts that, taken
together, illustrate the health of Maine’s
lobster fishery. The report will point out
the opportunities and challenges that
must be considered in any future management decisions related to lobstering. The report will draw upon diverse
research institutions such as the University of Maine, the Gulf of Maine Research
Institute and the Island Institute for the
relevant data.
During the upcoming summer
months, the MLCA will work with the
Continued on page 4→
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LIMITED ENTRY STUDY
SUGGESTS TIERED SYSTEM
by Melissa Waterman

Working Together to Promote
a Sustainable Maine Lobster
Resource, Industry and Market.

In early December, the Department of Marine Resources released
“An Independent Evaluation of the Maine Limited Entry System for Lobster and Crab,” a report prepared by the Gulf of Maine Research Institute
(GMRI) in Portland. The study was called for by the state legislature in
2011 in order to better evaluate the limited entry lobster licenses system
currently in place. “The time has come to revisit access issues in the lobProud Sponsor of the MLA Newsletter Since 2010!
ster fishery so we can be sure we are sustaining the health of the resource
as well as the economic health of our coastal communities over the long
term. GMRI’s report provides us with an objective, scientific analysis as
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Welcome to the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
(MLCA) and the inaugural issue of
Landings!
This change has been a few years in the
making, and I am excited that we are finally here. The MLCA was formed as a
sister organization to the Maine Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) to allow the
MLA to focus solely on advocating for
Maine’s commercial lobstermen while
the MLCA concentrates on education,
research and charitable programs for
Maine’s lobstering communities.
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Landings is published monthly. It
is provided for free to all Maine
lobstermen thanks to the support of newsletter sponsors. This
month’s sponsor is Cozy Harbor
Seafood.

Get noticed in
LANDINGS!
Your business, services, or
products can be in front of
Maine’s commercial lobstermen
and others each month!
Full page (10 x 14.65 inches)

$945

Half page (10 x 7.35 inches)

$500

meetings scheduled along to coast, DMR
wants to hear lobstermen’s views on the
state of the industry and recommendations for the future. DMR will use this input to inform the development of future
legislation, so lobstermen should plan to
attend.
Fortunately, Maine’s lobster industry has been built on a strong conservation ethic and a pride both in our work
and in our communities. We share a
collective desire to see the next generation succeed. As a non-profit charitable
organization, the Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance can draw on the
passion, energy and creative opportunities that abound in the state and explore
ideas and concepts without judgment.
The MLCA is about education, science
and charity, not politics.

Over the past 20 years, Maine lobstermen have been blessed by a healthy
and abundant lobster resource and relatively stable lobster prices. During this
time, we have worried quietly about the
impacts of overcapitalizing the fleet,
The MLCA can do things that the
becoming dependent on a single fishMLA cannot. One of its ventures, startery, and neglecting to
ing up this year, is the
develop infrastructure The MLCA is about educacreation of the Maine
and handling practices
Lobstermen’s Leadertion,
science
and
charity,
to match the volume of
ship Institute to help
product we land. Only
not politics.
foster the next generarecently, however, have
tion of industry leadMaine lobstermen beers. Our industry has been fortunate to
come truly worried about their future.
have a dedicated group of individuals
Saturating a weak market with record
who have done the heavy lifting for a very
landings has taken its toll on lobster
long time. They have given this industry
prices. As an industry, we know that too
a strong voice by travelling to meetings,
many are hurting because of this, but sopetitioning their legislators and generlutions are not clear.
ally raising a ruckus when necessary. As
Industry leaders – the MLA, Lobthe industry evolves and changes, so too
ster Advisory Council and others – have
must its leaders. It is time to empower
pushed for a dialogue in order explore
the next generation to stand up and
the options that could improve our fuguide their future. The Leadership Institure. Our industry is so fractured, howevtute will do just that.
er, that few have been willing to have that
The aim of MLCA’s science programs
conversation and many are just not able
is to gather key data and information
to respect another’s opinions. We fear
on the lobster resource, the fishery and
change and judge those who even sugits shoreside infrastructure, as well as
gest it. The political reality is that our inother fisheries that lobstermen depend
dustry is divided. And that is not healthy.
on such as herring and menhaden. As
Maine DMR is providing another
the range of policy and regulatory issues
opportunity for the lobster industry to
facing the lobster industry grows, so too
discuss its future. With 16 community
does the need to have reliable informa-
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Maine Lobstermen’s
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Kennebunk, ME 04043
207-967-6221
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The MLCAlliance was organized
as a Maine non-profit organization in 2010.

MLCA also plans to explore methods
that could help Maine’s incredibly diverse
lobstering industry make strides in the
national and international markets and
stabilize boat price. Whether it is offering
educational workshops on lobster market dynamics, exploring quality, grading
or sustainability standards, or establishing programs to reduce shrinkage of the
lobsters we catch, the MLCA can create,
test and promote new techniques or programs that benefit lobstermen and their
communities when and where they are
wanted.
As we continue to face a weak
economy, record landings and a rapidly
changing environment, the outlook for
the lobster industry is uncertain. In order
for Maine’s lobstering industry to flourish
in the next decades, harvesters, lobster
dealers and processors must take a deep
breath and find ways to work together.
Together, we are the Maine lobster industry. No single segment can succeed without the others, and all of us can do better.
With its mission to foster thriving coastal communities and preserve
Maine’s lobstering heritage, the MLCA
provides one vehicle to explore the future.
Maine’s iconic lobster industry has been
the economic backbone of our coastal
communities for generations. The MLCA
will work to ensure that it stays that way.

The MLCA invites you to support Maine’s lobster industry.
You can do so through a $50 friend membership with our
sister organization, the Maine Lobstermen’s Association,
which includes a monthly subscription to Landings. Or
you may donate to MLCA directly.

Discounts are available.

The advertising deadline is the
second Monday of each month.

tion and data. Acting as a neutral, nonprofit organization, MLCA can tender
this information at state, regional and
federal levels to inform public policy and
management decisions.

support * subscribe * donate
MLCA fosters thriving
coastal communities
and preserves Maine’s
lobstering heritage

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Email
Phone
Credit Card #
Expiration

Check or credit card accepted. Please select:
o MLA Friend $50
o Donate (amount) $

Security Code
o Landings Subscriber $20

Send your support to:
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance | 21 Western Ave #1 | Kennebunk, Maine | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org
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FOR THE GOOD OF THE MAINE LOBSTERMEN
GUEST COLUMN BY
Leo LaRosa, Rose Seafoods Industries Inc.
We are at a time when there appears to be political and business interest in improving the lobster industry. The lobstermen would welcome any help that would improve their profitability via higher boat prices. Having a thorough understanding of
how the entire chain works is essential for making the right decision. The intention of
this piece is to give the fishermen a different perspective and real numbers. It may be a
long read and you may not agree, but I assure you will start looking at your day-to-day
business a little differently. Ask yourself as you read it, who will benefit from the higher
boat price beside fishermen? Will the buying station benefit from a higher price? Will
the processor benefit from a higher price? Will it be the retailers?
My view of the world of lobster is different from most industry people. I have had
the unique opportunity to work in the American and spiny lobster industry throughout
the world. I have worked with fishermen and exporters in the U.S., Canada, Mexico,
Caribbean and Australia. I have also worked with large retailers in America and Europe
as well as managing a large Canadian lobster processing plant.
I believe the value of live lobsters cannot be fundamentally changed by legislation,
taxes or marketing. The “fundamentals” can only be changed by the fishermen. To preserve this industry we need to be innovative and adjust as technologies are developed
and introduced. The time has come to improve our post-catch market value.
The world demand for lobsters is growing; however, the fastest growing and highest price markets want Canadian lobsters. The world is looking for lobsters that all
arrive alive and have a long shelf life. The Canadian lobster meets their needs. In an
effort to compete with the Canadians, some Maine shippers blur the origin by creating
other names. The real reason worldwide shippers rename the lobsters’ origin is to mask
the unfavorable source. “Branding” a Maine lobster for export in this current situation
is a double-edged sword. The Maine lobster can satisfy foreign importers’ needs if it is
handled properly from boat to plate. Unfortunately, the vast majority of Maine lobsters
are caught and shipped during the time of year when they are most vulnerable. Approximately 20% of American lobsters caught will die before they reach the ultimate
consumer or processor.
The current live lobster infrastructure has lobsters moved from fishermen to dock
buyers then to multiple distributors in New England, then to multiple distributors in
remote countries, or to processors and retailers, and finally to the consumer. At each
stage the lobsters will be handled differently. At some time during each of the steps in
the distribution chain the lobsters are intentionally held longer for market speculation.
The process takes weeks, which is not much different than when live lobsters went
to Boston in the cold, wet hold of a lobster smack in the 1860’s. During the past 150
years we have incorporated jet planes, chilled water, bio-filtration, plastic crates and
insulated shipping boxes, but the “handling” methods for lobsters have not changed.
To remain valuable, this very vulnerable product needs greater care on the boat and
at all points of the chain. But the ultimate health of the lobster starts with each lobsterman. If lobstermen do not improve their hauling and onboard holding systems, no
downstream technologies will improve the lobsters’ health.

using a Smartphone. There is no excuse for
lobstermen not getting involved in controlling their own destiny. If fishermen want
higher prices they need to get directly involved with what happens on the other side
of the dock.
Lobstermen, wake up! If you want
to preserve the lobster industry for your
grandchildren and great-grandchildren,
you need to stop doing business the same
way your grandfather, great-grandfather
and great-great-grandfather did. You have
done an excellent job of protecting and improving the resource for future generations
up to the point of the trap. The only way
they can insure the future profitability is to
get vertically involved into the lobster distribution chain from the trap to the plate.

Leo LaRosa is the president of Rose Seafood Industries Inc., located in Gloucester,
MA. He has worked with fishermen and
exporters in the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico,
Caribbean and Australia as well as with
large U.S. and European retailers. In
addition, he has managed a large lobster
processing plant in Canada. Photo courtesy of Leo LaRosa.

Only about 20% of the Maine lobster
catch goes to live markets and this small
percentage controls the boat price. If you
want an idea of what the boat price would
be without the live market, just look at what happened last year. When the live market
demand is down the price follows. Live market expansion is the only way lobstermen
can get higher prices.
People seem to think that expanding Maine’s processing capacity will raise the
boat price. While it may help the local economy, it will not raise the boat price. It may
even lower boat prices if the Canadian processors are put out of business. The processing business is a very low-margin business; processors in Canada are not making the
profits that are implied. Think about it, you spend millions of dollars building a stateof-the-art plant. Your processing season is only three to four months. Peak capacity is
about two months. What do you do with the plant for the other eight months? This
system works well in Canada, where they work long enough to accumulate enough
unemployment benefits for the closed winter and spring months. Building processing
plants in Maine begs the question: what will the plant be used for the other 70% of the
time and how will lobstermen and taxpayers get any return on the investment from a
plant that is idle or processing clams, mussels, or oysters?
I have read about the money proposed for better marketing and processing of
Maine lobster. Before you market something, you need to make sure you have a product
with consistent quality. Before you spend millions on processing, maximize as much of
the live catch market as possible.
With a 25% processing meat yield, it takes take four pounds of live lobster to make
one pound of meat. I have performed tests showing that lobsters picked up directly
Continued on page 22

The technologies and systems are available, but fishermen have no incentive to
spend time and money for improvements that don’t increase the money in their pockets. The definition of live lobster has not changed since 1860. If it “moves,” it’s live. Currently lobstermen drop their crates on the dock and get paid the market price. There is
no consideration of how the lobsters were handled onboard, how long they soaked or
how long they were floating on the mooring. The animals just need to “move.”

That’s the mantra of Leo LaRosa and the principle behind his successful Habitat
system for moving fresh lobster from storage to shipping containers to customers’
tanks.

The shoreside buyer flips the crate for fifty cents a pound for anything that “moves.”
The wholesalers have no idea whoecaught the lobster,rhow long the lobsters floated in
shallow or hot or freezing water,rwhat the oxygen level was along the buyers’ docks
or what the temperature of the truck or lobsters were at loading time. All these things
stress the lobsters and shorten their lives.

LaRosa, president of Rose Seafood Industries, Inc., developed the Habitat Packaging System, a revolutionary live lobster “holding, transport and shipping system”
specifically designed to consistently preserve the fresh caught quality of each individual lobster. “Stress drastically reduces the life and value of the lobster,” explained
LaRosa. “And stress is induced each time a lobster is touched.”

The vulnerable stage at which most Maine lobsters are caught makes them more
susceptible to stress. New England wholesalers are stuck with really weak lobsters
which are sold to processors where the excessive stress levels negatively affect lobster
meat yield. David Basti Et Al at the University of Maine describes factors that affect the
stress on lobsters in a paper called “Factors Affecting the Post-Capture Survivability of
Lobster Homarus Americanus.” It should be read by everyone in the lobster industry.
Wal-Mart, Whole Foods and many other large retailers around the country are
ripping out their live lobster tanks. Many say the reason is environmental. The truth is
they lose money selling live lobsters. About 25% of the lobsters will die in retail tanks
before being sold. They die for two reasons: stress and lack of any inventory control.
Look at the numbers. If the delivered price of the lobster to a supermarket is $8.50/
lb. (includes airfreight and packaging) and 25% die, the actual cost of the remaining
live lobsters is $11.33/lb. To stop this trend, the industry needs to provide low-stressed
animals consistently and assist in installing systems that provide accurate inventory
control and water quality monitoring.
Lobstermen 150 years ago were blind to what was going on outside their harbor
or village. They fished hard and left their fate to the buyer at the dock. Today all fishermen are equipped to communicate anywhere in the world directly from their boat just

Keep your hands off the lobster and they’ll live a longer life.

Using the Habitat system, a lobster can be moved from the first line buyer on
shore to end users, without being touched directly. After lobsters are graded, they are
placed in plastic sleeves (habitats) with individual compartments that isolate each
lobster throughout the process. The individual compartments act as plastic hard
shells to protect the lobsters from each other and to restrict their movement. Six of
the full habitats, each holding 8 lobsters, are placed upright alongside each other in
the StakNest container. The full StakNest containers are then stacked one upon the
other. Water is pumped continuously into the top StakNest, trickling down directly
into the gills of each lobster and cascading down through drain holes at the bottom.
“The StakNests give us four times more lobster storage per square foot of space
than the 100-pound crates we were using,” added Mike Tourkistas, CEO and president of East Coast Seafood, Inc. East Coast Seafood uses LaRosa’s Habitat system.
East Coast Seafood has exclusive rights to the use of LaRosa’s Habitat system in
Europe. LaRosa produces and sells the Habitat system to distributors. Currently,
the system is being used by three large distributors in the Northeast and others in
Europe. All his customers have positive comments, said LaRosa. “They tell me that
the lobsters arrive without cracked shells or other damages, and in extremely, lively
condition”. “Supermarkets are finding that the system is increasing the shelf life of
the lobsters by 2 to 4 days.”
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WHY CAN’T LOBSTERMEN CONTROL LANDINGS?
EDITORIAL BY
John Sackton, editor

Several years ago, a majority of fishermen
voted to suspend fishing on SunSeafood.com News
day, but the DFO had required a 66% positive vote. Instead the measure got 59%,
and failed. Then last year, the LFA made
Canadian lobstermen have always
a proposal to close the season in January
been independent, but the situation in
and February, which are slow months
LFA 34 is getting ridiculous. LFA 34, in
anyway, and which would help dealers
southwestern Nova Scotia, has the largsell off any excess inventory they might
est volume lobster fishery in Canada,
have built up in December. This plan was
and opens in time for
the Christmas holiTheir only choice is to find rejected by the DFO
because they deterday sales in the U.S.
a way collectively to slow the mined that there was
and Europe.
fishery, or else drive everyone not sufficient time to
For the past four
put it in place.
into bankruptcy.
years, there have
Then this year,
been continuing conanother attempt was made. One vote
cerns about opening lobster prices. In
was to reduce traps per vessel from 375
2011, Ashton Spinney, head of the LFA
to 300. This would have removed 74,000
34 lobstermen’s association, said that
traps from the December season, meanhis members cannot survive long with
ing less lobsters would be landed in a
prices under $4.00, because below that
given week. This measure failed to get a
they make no profit on their costs and lamajority vote.
bor. Yet in 2010 prices opened at $4.00, in
Then a second measure, also pro2011 at $3.25, and in 2012 at $3.00.
posed
for this year, to delay the season
The reason prices are dropping is
for
one
week, also failed.
very simple: too many lobsters are be-

34 have been obvious for a long time. In
a period when lobster landings are going
up rapidly along the entire coast, if fishermen keep pedal to the metal they will
crash prices. But all attempts at adopting
some type of collective measure to slow
the fishery have failed.

In response to the low prices there
was talk of a crew strike in Yarmouth, but
this also did not materialize. Now some
of the same Nova Scotia lobster fishermen are saying the fishery should shut
down again over these low prices. We
doubt that will happen.

Maybe this year a majority will finally realize that their only choice is to find
a way collectively to slow the fishery, or
else drive everyone into bankruptcy.

ing landed too quickly for the market
to absorb them. This is a consequence
of the gold-rush fishery, when most of
the tonnage landed is taken in the first
few weeks after the season opens. If the
lobstermen could slow down the pace of
their landings, prices would go up. Yet
every attempt to do this has been foiled.

The solutions to the low prices in LFA

As a thought experiment (it will
never happen), imagine if LFA 34 was a
rights-based fishery and each lobsterman had a guaranteed share of the catch.
At that point, the market incentives
would quickly lead fishermen to plan
their harvests to get the highest dollar
value, and some would elect to postpone
fishing specifically to get a higher price.
But in a cash-based fishery with
hundreds of landing ports and no fixed
quota, the adoption of a rights-based approach is virtually impossible. So community management is the only alternative, and so far LFA 34 has failed to take
management measures that would provide economic benefit to all lobstermen.
Also, the DFO has not treated this problem with the urgency it deserves.

Marketing measures alone, such as
those being supported by several provinces, are important, but they are not
sufficient to deal with a structural glut of

John Sackton is founder and publisher of
Seafood.com News. He has written about
all aspecits of producing, marketing and
selling all species of seafood, including
Canadian shrimp, crab and lobster, and
species like cod, salmon and pollock. As a
marketing consultant, he has worked with
more than one hundred seafood companies , trade associations and governments as a commodiy analyst and price
forecaster. Photo courtesy of Seafood.com
News.

lobster. This situation calls for the DFO,
the Province of Nova Scotia, and the fishermen in LFA 34 to take real action at the
fishery level to solve this problem.
This editorial was first published in Seafood.com News on December 3, 2012

New look continued from page 1

New England Aquarium on a research
project to develop ropes that whales can
see underwater and thus deter entanglement. MLCA will recruit and contract
with at least seven Maine lobstermen
to test colored ropes. The lobstermen
will record the fouling, handling, hauling, coiling, and safety characteristics of
these ropes and report on their experience.
These projects are not ones that
the MLA typically would undertake. But
the MLA can take the results of projects
such as the herring acoustic study or the
colored rope tests to regulators in Augusta or Washington, D.C., to advocate for
practical regulations that do not impose
unfair burdens on the state’s lobstermen.

The MLA has played a critical role
in launching and nurturing the establishment of the MLCA. In the future, the
two organizations will continue to share
staff and office space. The MLA will pursue its long-standing role as the voice of
Maine’s commercial lobstermen, while
the MLCA fulfills its charitable mission
through programs in education, science
and charity. Together the MLA and the
MLCA can make great strides toward
protecting Maine’s most profitable and
long-standing marine fishery and the
communities that rely upon it.

Dropping Springs Bait Co.
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland, Maine
Fresh and Salted Bait
Retail and Wholesale
Public welcome
Open 5 a.m. - 10 a.m.
By Land or Sea
207-272-6278
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LOBSTERING IS A FORM OF ECOSYSTEM MONITORING
GUEST COLUMN BY
Catherine Schmitt
Maine Sea Grant

In welcoming more than one hundred top lobster scientists to Portland
to take part in “American Lobster in a
Changing Ecosystem: A US-Canada Science Symposium” at the end of November, Maine Department of Marine Resources Commissioner Patrick Keliher
charged the crowd with helping managers and fishermen to define “the new
normal.”
What became clear over the course
of the four-day symposium, however, was
that the present situation is anything but
“normal,” and that fishermen have been
helping scientists understand life beneath the waves for more than a century.
Fishing lobsters, it seems, could be
viewed as a kind of grand, widespread,
long-term monitoring program. As long
as men and women have been dropping
traps to the bottom of the sea and periodically pulling them up to the surface,
they have been sampling the North Atlantic environment.

“I think we have an interesting opportunity to understand what’s going on
in the North Atlantic through this one
animal,” said symposium co-chair and
Maine Sea Grant Director Paul Anderson.
But knowing the present and predicting the future are
Another thing
What
became
clear
over
the
two different things.
all that trap hauling
course of the four-day sym- Of the factors that
has helped show is
that Maine’s lob- posium was that the present have been shown to
have a relationship
ster population has
with lobster health
situation is anything but
shifted two degrees
and abundance, scinorth and east in
“normal.”
entists can’t single
the last fifty years,
out one as the most
said Michael Fogarty of the National Maimportant. And they repeatedly told the
rine Fisheries Service’s Northeast Fishersymposium audience to expect surprisies Science Center in Woods Hole, Mases, instability, and complexity.
sachusetts.
Nearly half of the studies presented
at the symposium used commercial
landings data to identify trends in abundance. “The emerging story is one of climate warming, at once precipitating the
lobster collapse in southern New England and promoting the historic population highs in the Gulf of Maine. And in a

“Although there has been a great
deal of research on the American lobster, and we know a good deal about its
life history and perhaps how to manage
its fishery, we don’t have the ability to
predict its vulnerabilities to the changing ecosystem,” said Anderson. “If we
simply assumed that the Gulf of Maine

Catherine Schmitt,
Communications
Coordinator for the
Maine Sea Grant college Program at the
University of Maine,
edited the abstracts of
the 52 scientific studies presented at the “American Lobster
in Changing Ecosystem: A U.S.-Canada
Science Symposium” in Portland, Maine,
November 27-30, 2012. Photo courtesy of
Seafood.com News. Photo courtesy of Sea
Grant.

ecosystem will eventually degrade in a
similar manner to what happened in
Long Island Sound, then we’d also have
to assume that the lobster population
will be severely impacted. Now, although
the Gulf of Maine ecosystem is changing,
I don’t think there’s any evidence that it
will change as markedly, or in the same
fashion, as Long Island Sound. Nonetheless, the lobster is one of many canaries
in this coal mine.”
The science presented at the symposium wasn’t just about lobsters, or canaries. It was about the coal mine. “We know
so much about lobsters and there are so
many of them. Lobster is a model organism to study ecosystems to inform management,” said Lew Incze of the University of Maine School of Marine Sciences.
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The most obvious result of this sampling experiment we call lobstering is
that there are a lot of lobsters in the Gulf
of Maine. In his presentation, Dr. Robert Steneck credited the northern New
England lobster bounty to an absence
of large cod, the major predator of lobster. In some places, such as mid-coastal
Maine, two lobsters can be found every
square meter, the highest density on the
planet.

world of depleted groundfish predators
and sound fishery management, lobsters
in Maine have never had it so good. The
big question is whether the calamities to
the south move north,” said Dr. Richard
Wahle of the University of Maine School
of Marine Sciences and symposium cochair.
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If the commercial harvest is viewed
as a monitoring program, it isn’t coordinated in a way that serves as a diagnostic
tool to warn of potential threats before
problems become unmanageable—for
example, to look for stress in the lobster

population before pathogens infect it, or
to grasp fully the effects of the North Atlantic’s changing climate.
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New Recruit: ISLESFORD MAN FINALLY LOBSTERING ON HIS OWN
By Melissa Waterman

When asked if he held a big party upon
getting that long-anticipated license, he
was quiet for a moment. “No,” he replied.
“No celebration. That eight year wait was
so disappointing. It was such a drag. My
attitude was ‘it’s about time already.’”

It’s amazing what a bit of bad weather can do to you when you are 13 years
old. For Sam Hyler, a 27-year-old Islesford lobsterman, a November vacation
spent with his uncle lobstering off the
island was the turning point in his young
life. “It was lousy weather, blowing hard,”
Hyler recalled. “But I loved every bit of it.
I knew instantly that when I turned 18 I
would do everything in my power to get
on a boat!”
Sam did not grow up in a lobstering
family. He lived in Warren; his father was
a construction worker and his mother
worked as a school teacher. But his uncle Steve, who had moved to Islesford in
1989, was a lobsterman. After his first experience that blustery November aboard
Steve’s boat, Sam managed to find a way
to work with his uncle or with other
lobstermen back home in Knox County
whenever he could.
“My parents sort of discouraged me,”
Sam admitted. “They knew it would be
a difficult road, particularly to get a license.” After graduating from Medomak
Valley High School in 2003, Sam was able
to move out to Islesford. His uncle had
found him a job on a lobster boat and a
place to live.
“I worked as sternman for Ted
Spurling for a year and got my appren-

Sam was prepared, though, when
that license was finally his. He had saved
his money while working as sternman

Planning ahead seems to be
second nature to Sam
and purchased a 35-foot Young Brothers boat, Fine Lines, built in 1989. His
300 traps were ready to go. “I had what
I needed to start. It took some planning
and being frugal to make it happen,” he
admitted.
Sam Hyler of Isleford didn’t start in a lobstering family but has taken to the business wholeheartedly. After eight years on a waiting list, he received his license in 2011. Photo by Rebecca
Hyler.

tice time,” Sam explained. “I worked on
another boat for a year and then went
with Steve Philbrook for seven years.”
Sam settled into the Islesford world,
learning about the community and making friends with other residents. But his
dream to be a licensed lobsterman had to
wait. When he first got on the waiting list
for a license in Zone B, the entry-to-exit
ratio was three licenses retired before

one new license could be issued. Then
the Zone B council changed that ratio to
tags retired rather than licenses. The 3:1
tag ratio quickly changed to a 5:1 ratio
and Sam saw his chances of quickly gaining a license dwindle.
“I finally got my license last year. I
was eight years on the list after I finished
my apprenticeship with Ted,” Sam said.

Sam’s 2012 lobstering season was
“better than anything I could have expected.” He had set himself a goal early
in the year, to haul a certain number of
pounds based on an anticipated price.
He needed to make a definite amount
of money to pay his sternman, set aside
funds to buy one hundred additional
traps for next year, and “to have a life,”
as he put it. “I hit that goal by early October. Every day after that was an added
bonus,” Sam said quietly.
Most Islesford lobstermen are memContinued on page 8

OLYMPIAN SETH WESCOTT
INVESTS IN THE MLCA
By Annie Tselikis
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More than a year ago, before most
people even knew that the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA)
even existed, the organization was approached by Maine snowboarding phenomenon Seth Wescott through Bern
Unlimited, a company that specializes
in ski, snowboard, skate and bike gear.
Wescott wanted to help.
While support of non-profit organizations by large corporations is common,
it is a rare and special occasion for small
company like Bern. “It has to be a pretty
special cause. These projects take a lot of
time to do right and you need to make
sure the fit is right as well,” explained
Bern brand manager Josh Walker.
The MLCA mission is to foster thriving coastal communities and preserve
Maine’s lobstering heritage; the organization was formed to serve as a partner
to the 58 year old Maine Lobstermen’s
Association. MLCA works in areas of
collaborative research, education, leadership training and community support
for the commercial lobster industry.
Bern found this to be a good fit due to
their commitment to Seth Wescott, and
Wescott’s commitment to Maine.
“Seth Wescott is our number one
athlete. We built the brand off his first
gold medal,” said Walker. Wescott and
the company had been exploring the possibility of giving back to a Maine cause
through sales of Wescott’s pro model hel-

met for several years, but it wasn’t until
2011 that the concept was realized. Even
though the two-time gold medal Olympian, a native of Carrabassett Valley,
still calls Sugarloaf his home mountain,
Wescott wanted to do something a little
further afield from his home territory. He
wanted to support the Maine lobster industry. “I have a couple long-time friends
who are fishermen in Maine and I know
that it’s been a turbulent marketplace
during the past few years. I jumped at the
chance to help in any way that I could,”
Wescott said.
Fortunately, the MLCA has a marketing program in place for this exact
purpose. Claws for a Cause educates the
public about the Maine lobster industry
and provides marketing materials to
businesses wanting to contribute a percentage of sales revenue to the organization. Bern’s Wescott Pro Model Baker

Continued on page 22
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REMARKABLE PEOPLE: SHARON MARR
By Melissa Waterman

The coast of Maine is composed not of cities but of multiple villages and towns. The wealth
of those small communities can be seen in the boats sitting on moorings, trucks, new and
old, along the wharfs, and the tidy or not so tidy homes that line its streets. But a different
kind of wealth also can be found in individuals whose energy and enthusiasms are the
community’s lifeblood. This new series will celebrate those people who are doing the remarkable every day and keeping Maine’s fishing communities robust and healthy.
The town of Long Island in Casco
Bay came into being just twenty years
ago, when island residents voted to secede from the city of Portland and forge
a new identity as the state’s newest municipality. With that change residents
also became responsible for their own
schools, safety, and public welfare. Sharon Marr was there for the transition.
Sharon and her husband Tom had
returned to live on her native island in
1986 after years making a living on the
mainland. “I had been with the Methodist Church doing an outreach program at
the time the island became a town,” Marr
recalled. “Then I became part of the social services program of the town.” Marr
quickly became frustrated with the red
tape and intrusiveness of the public social service system. She knew that there
had to be a better way to help her fellow
townspeople.
Dr. Jan Carter thought so too. A licensed social worker living in Portland,
Carter read about Long Island’s birth as a
new town while vacationing in Montana.
Impressed by the resolve of the island’s
residents, she called Marr out of the blue
one day. “She said ‘you’re my kind of people’ and wanted to come meet us,” Marr
said. “So she came out and offered to
serve as the social worker for the school
for six months, pro bono.” Marr had experienced the negative effect that the often
changing social workers had upon island
families. She wanted stability, not a quick
six-month commitment. “So I spoke up
and said ‘Why only six months?’ Dr. Carter said she’d stay a year. She was with us
for fifteen years.”
Carter and Marr realized that Long
Island was not like communities of a similar size on the mainland. Because many
of its residents depended on fishing for
their incomes, the vagaries of each season and changes in prices had an immediate impact on the community. Basic
necessities such as heating oil and food
cost more because of shipping costs. Psychiatric and medical services were located off island.
The island needed some sort of organization that could meet its own, particular needs. Thus the Changing Tide
Foundation was born. The non-profit
foundation provides what Long Island
residents need but cannot get easy access to or afford. “Dr. Carter helped us
get going. She knew where we could get
funding to start the foundation,” Marr
said.
Since its inception in 1992, the
Changing Tide Foundation has provided
support for everything from an Outward
Bound program for island children to
fuel assistance, money for groceries and
medical services. Throughout its his-

tory, the foundation particularly has
helped island residents find the mental
health services that they need, such as
therapeutic counseling off island and
medication. “We had seven families in
counseling right at the beginning,” Marr
said. “I sit on the boat sometimes and see
clients and I know where they are going.
I am so proud of them. There’s no shame
in getting help, there’s just shame in not
doing it.”
Marr, who turned 71 in January, has
been the dynamo behind the foundation
for twenty years now. She credits her
mother, who was a Long Island teacher,
with her determination. “She told me
that I could be and do anything I wanted
to,” she explained. During her time off
island, Marr proved her mother’s belief,
working as a grower in a greenhouse, as a
caterer and as an office worker at Shaw’s
Supermarkets for ten years. “I said to
myself then that if I ever get out from behind this desk, I’m never going to do that
again!” Marr recalled.
When she and Tom, who worked as
the captain of a fuel barge in Portland,
returned to Long Island, Tom was able
to fulfill his dream of becoming a lobsterman. Sharon also got her license and
worked as Tom’s sternman for several
years. “He’d have to wait for me to get my
eyeliner and beads on. I said that I may
smell like a bait bucket but I can still be a
lady,” Marr laughed.
Marr does everything and anything
that is called for by her clients. She will
go to Hannaford’s and Shaw’s to buy groceries for islanders in need and see that
the banana boxes of food are shipped directly to the recipients’ homes. She sets
up doctor’s appointments, ensures that

Sharon Marr and her husband Tom bring a lot of enthusiasm and energy to the Changing
Tide Foundation on Long Island. Photo by Annie Tselikis.

prescriptions are filled, and checks that
fuel tanks are full.
“Sharon has the biggest heart possible. She is such a caring person and
very discrete about what she does,” said
Doris Wood, a member of Changing
Tide’s board. “She is very careful about
people’s feelings.” Changing Tide helps
people with their daily lives when things
are going badly, Wood explained. Life is
difficult for many people in the best of
times, and when the economy goes sour,
those lives become all the more difficult.
“Sharon works very, very hard. She gets
people on the straight and narrow. When
you see the things that happen to people
because of her and the foundation, you
know it’s all worthwhile,” Wood said.
Changing Tide Foundation receives
some money from private foundations
but most of its revenue comes from individuals and businesses. The proceeds of
a December dance recital on the island
all went to the foundation. People donate money in another’s name in lieu of
a Christmas gift. The president of Portland Harbor Fuel Company, which serves
Long Island and the other Casco Bay
islands, donates to the foundation. An
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older woman on the island makes one
or two quilts each year and raffles them
off; all the money goes to the foundation. “There’s a girl down here who cuts
people’s hair. She gives money to the
foundation. It comes in so many different ways,” Marr said. Andy’s Pub on Commercial Street in Portland contributes 10
percent of its revenues on each Sunday
to the foundation. Plus those who have
benefited from Marr’s efforts contribute
to the foundation when they are able,
Marr explained. “When people get back
on their feet they give back to the foundation. Most of the time the problem was
through no fault of their own.”
Marr recalled that when she and Dr.
Carter first set up Changing Tide, some
people told her that her plans would
never work. The island is too small, they
said, everyone’s problems would become
public and no one would want to get involved. “But there’s been huge community support. Trust has been a huge factor in the success of this foundation. It’s
really important to maintain that trust,”
she said. And to have the compassion
and energy of a staunch woman named
Sharon Marr.
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AND YOU
By Melissa Waterman
Everyone talks about the weather, but who wants to talk about something as ominous as
global climate change? As it turns out, many in Maine’s fishing communities now are talking about just that. Why? Because they are seeing the effects of warmer ocean water and
milder winters in their traps and out at sea. This month Landings begins a series of articles
that explore the meaning of global climate change in Maine and the effect the evolving climate is having on the state’s fishing industries.
In late November, 2012, University of Maine marine biologist Bob Steneck presented
a paper entitled “Lobster Dynamics in a Brave New Ocean” at a symposium on lobsters
held in Portland, Maine. Co-authored with Rick Wahle, University of Maine, Steneck
argued that the warming Gulf of Maine presents certain benefits and unexpected new
threats to Homarus americanus.
When the Gulf of Maine was young, about 5,000 years ago, many of the marine
species found in it were originally from the North Pacific Ocean. The marine mammals
found in that ocean did not complete their migration to the Gulf of Maine but the fish
and crustacean species that did make it, thrived. The Gulf ’s cold water temperatures
meant that the biological diversity of the Gulf was limited yet individual stocks, such as
Atlantic cod or haddock, grew to immense abundance in the cold, nutrient-filled water.
Lobsters evolved in the North Atlantic under intense predation from these larger
fish, Steneck noted. Because of this, female lobsters carry their eggs for a long time.
Those eggs then hatch in to relatively large larvae that can swim. Eventually those larvae select a preferred place to settle and grow in well-hidden spots on the seafloor. As a
result, lobster larvae have remarkably high per capita survival rate. These adaptations
have allowed lobsters to persist in a marine world where they would quickly become the
lunch of a hungry cod if they weren’t deep in a shelter.
Enter lobstermen. As groundfish stocks became depleted in recent decades pressure from predators on lobsters decreased sharply. Lobstering soon became the predominant fishery on the coast of Maine. Lobstermen consistently fed those un-preyed
upon lobsters by baiting an increasing number of traps. The number of big, longlived lobsters burgeoned.
Meanwhile, the Gulf of Maine started to warm up. Water temperatures in the Gulf
have been rising gradually since at least the 1870s. The increase has been pronounced
in the past decade or so, researchers have found, in the general range of 2 to 5 degrees
F. depending on ocean depth. Lobster larvae like modestly warm water, at least greater

Photo courtesy of MLPC.

than 53 F. (12 C.), in order to settle on the seafloor. So as the Gulf grows warmer, lobster
larvae are finding more and more places to settle, at depths previously too cold to be
suitable. The fact that lobster predators are gone (due to overfishing) and more areas of
the Gulf are appropriate as nursery habitats (due to warming water) has resulted in a
lobster population explosion, Steneck said.
But a warmer Gulf of Maine isn’t entirely a good thing for lobsters, Steneck continued. As the ocean continually absorbs more and more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, it is becoming more acidic. An acidic ocean is bad news for a calcium-based skeleton, such as that worn by lobsters, clams and crabs. Thus lobsters are being physically
stressed by their own natural environment.
Physiological stress is the leading cause of disease in lobsters. Shell disease also can
be tied to warmer water. The pathogens that cause shell disease have always been found
on lobster shells. The unusually warm water temperatures in southern New England in
the late 1990s likely triggered the outbreak and increased virulence of the disease resulting in a rapid decline in the southern New England lobster population.
Steneck argued that it is very dangerous for coastal communities and the state as
a whole to depend upon a single species for economic well-being. “If it is likely we will
be surprised in the future [by unanticipated changes in the marine environment], we
need to take steps now to diversify our portfolio and relax our dependence on our lucrative monoculture of lobsters,” he said in a recent email message. “The biggest hurtles
to changing the status quo will be how do we foster greater -- presumably groundfish
-- diversity and how do we make those new resources available to all fishermen so they
can sustainably harvest them? Those two points will be remarkably difficult to work
around but that›s what I think we need to be discussing.”

Hyler ontinued from page 6

bers of the Cranberry Islands Fishermen’s
Coop. Sam has high praise for the cooperative. “I am one hundred percent for
the coop. We are all invested in it. It is a
business entity that is separate from our
own lobstering businesses but whatever
happens there affects us,” he explained.
“Buying [bait and fuel] together in volume makes all our operating costs lower.
It’s not some private owner who capitalizes on the lobsterman’s hard work.”
Planning ahead seems to be second
nature to Sam. Although he said he never
took any business classes in high school,
“I’ve always been a numbers guy. I liked
math.” When he started lobstering on his
own, all his gear was fully paid for. He receives monthly financial accounts from
the coop on his bait and fuel costs. He
purchased a federal lobster license this
spring. He purchased a small piece of
property on the island last fall on which
he plans to build a house. And he is engaged to be married this summer.
“One of the number one things
about staying alive in this business is
knowing where you are at all the time.

You have to be informed and aware of
what’s going on in the marketplace so
you can plan,” Sam said. His own plan is
to build up to his 800 trap limit, then reassess the condition of his boat and gear.
Perhaps then it will be time for a larger
boat. “There’s no reason I can’t do this for
the rest of my life and make a good go of
it,” he said. “There will always be ups and
down in the price. But this can be a very,
very good business.”

Winter on Islesford is a quiet time.
Photo by Annie Tselikis.
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ANNUAL V-NOTCH SURVEY
REMAINS VALUABLE

DMR NOTIFIES LOBSTERMEN TO
REPORT IN 2013

By Sarah Paquette

By Heidi Bray, DMR

Since 1982, the MLA has been conducting an annual V-notch Survey. Early
to mid-October was chosen as the annual survey week because there has historically been a good run of egg-bearing and
V-notched lobsters at that time and the
weather is still good enough to haul regularly. During any two days of the survey
week, lobstermen record the number of
eggers, V-notch, oversize and short lobsters on a data card. The results from this
survey have been used to track the effectiveness of v-notching as a conservation
measure to protect lobster brood stock
in the Gulf of Maine.

The Maine Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) mailed letters in December to lobster harvesters who were
selected to report in 2013. Regulation
passed in 2007 requires 10% of all lobster
harvesters (except lobster apprentices)
to report trip level catch and effort information. Harvesters are selected randomly, based on their zone and license
type, but harvesters cannot be selected
in consecutive years (except Monhegan
harvesters who are required to report
annually).

The survey took place in 2012 between October 10 and 16, and marked
the 30th year of v-notch data collected by
the MLA. This year saw one of the lowest
number of participants, but the highest
number of v-notched lobsters recorded.
“We need to make sure v-notching
continues,” said Kathleen Reardon, director of the sea sampling program
at Department of Marine Resources
(DMR). The practice of v-notching as we
know it today began in 1975. Long ago,
in 1872, the Maine legislature passed a
law prohibiting the catching egg-bearing
female lobsters. In 1903, the Maine Sea
and Shore Fisheries Department (which
became the Department of Marine Resources in 1973) further protected females by buying them from lobstermen
at 15% over the market price and then
releasing them into state waters. In 1917,
the state decided to identify those seed
lobsters by physically marking them.
Each female lobster purchased by the
state had a hole punched through the
middle flipper before release. Those lobsters were state property. Anyone selling
a punched lobster was fined $50, a significant penalty in those days.
In 1948, the state began marking
its female lobsters with a V-notch in the
middle flipper. It turned out that the
punched lobsters were having a hard
time molting with a hole in their middle
flipper. Egg-bearing females still could
be caught by licensed lobstermen who
then sold them to the state to go to a lobster hatchery or to be released. A revised
Lobster Seed Program to purchase and
release female lobsters remains in effect
today.
The MLA began its v-notch survey
to prove that protecting egg bearing
females through v-notching was a legitimate conservation measure. At that
time, regulators were seeking to increase
the gauge and did not consider v-notching a worthwhile conservation measure.
In 1985, 36% of the MLA survey participants were in zone B; in 2012 that fell
to 22%. Participation has declined steadily over the years, as has the number of
traps hauled. Overall, however, the volume of lobsters hauled during the survey
week hasn’t changed much. The lowest
number of pounds recorded was in 1986,
which was also a year with very low survey participation (90 lobstermen). In
2012, there were 46 participants with a
reported 43,724 pounds hauled.

Brothers Eddie (left) and Sylvester (right)
Mays spent Columbus Day counting
lobsters for the MLA v-notch survey with
their father near Great Duck Island.
Sylvester kept track of what they found in
his logbook for a science project. Photo by
Andy Mays.

So what does this all mean? More
pounds of lobster were hauled by fewer
people this year than in the past 30 years,
which is not surprising given the record landings. And v-notching has likely
contributed to the industry’s success.
“V-notching allows lobsters a chance to
molt and reproduce [resulting in more
lobsters],” emphasized Reardon. “Vnotching is making a difference.”
Reardon has yet to analyze data
from this year’s sea sampling trips, but
she has run the observed discard rates
seen in sea sampling over the past five
years in the University of Maine Lobster
Stock Assessment Model to evaluate
the importance of v-notching. “The sea
sampling data shows a 20% discard rate
in all females at legal size (3 ¼ in). That
rate went up to about 80% in select sized
female lobsters. The discard of these
otherwise legal-sized females is due to
the presence of a notch or eggs. Those
numbers show there is high compliance,”
Reardon said. The University’s computer
model predicts recruitment into the fishery decades out and makes those predictions using three scenarios: the fishery
with v-notching, without v-notching,
or at a reduced rate of v-notching. The
model results imply that a predicted
high and sustainable recruitment rate is
very dependent on the present rate of vnotching, Reardon said.
MLA v-notch data indicates that in
1985, only 15% of lobsters in a trap were
v-notched. In 2000, that climbed to 45%.
Most of those notched lobsters did not
have eggs, supporting Reardon’s observation that there is a high compliance
rate in discarding egged and notched
females. She has also heard from many
lobstermen that there have been more
shorts with eggs this year than in the
past. “I looked at the data and the percent of short lobsters with eggs does
seem to have increased slightly in the
eastern part of the state. But this is only a
preliminary analysis,” Reardon said. She
said this could be a result of water temperatures increasing. Data from MLA’s
survey support this finding. In 1990, 10%
of egged lobsters recorded were shorts.
By 2005 that had increased slightly to
11%. In 2012, 15% of egged lobsters recorded were shorts. To ensure a continued healthy population of lobsters, Vnotching remains essential.

DMR has fourteen fisheries with
harvester reporting regulations, including the lobster fishery. The DMR Advisory Council passed the lobster harvester
reporting regulation for two reasons: to
collect catch and effort data from the
lobster fishery for management purposes and to come into compliance with the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) Addendum X to the
lobster fishery management plan. Fisheries managers rely on a variety of information from which to manage. Landings
data are a cornerstone of assessing the
health of a fishery, and dealers and harvesters provide this information. Dealers report what they buy directly from
harvesters; however, dealers do not provide the specific effort information that
is needed to monitor this resource. The
effort data harvesters provide includes

number of traps hauled, set over days,
and a general area in which the traps
were fishing. All of this information is
used to calculate catch per unit of effort
(CPUE). In addition, this “two ticket” system of dealer-reported and harvesterreported information is used as a check
and balance against one another to ensure the data collected are accurate.
The reporting regulation also brings
Maine into compliance with the ASMFC
Addendum X to the Interstate Fishery
Management Plan for American lobster.
The ASMFC is a compact made up of all
fifteen Atlantic coastal states. Each state
has agreed to abide by the same rules to
manage species that migrate along the
Atlantic coast and being a member state,
Maine has agreed to comply with these
management plans. Addendum X established a coast wide reporting regulation
for dealers and harvesters which calls
for at least 10% reporting from all lobster
harvesters.
In order to ensure all information
required under DMR regulation is submitted, the Maine Legislature has given
DMR the authority to withhold license
renewals from any harvester or dealer
who fails to submit the required information. DMR’s Landings Program sends out
reminders to those who are delinquent
in reporting to help the industry comply with the regulations without having
to withhold licenses. Landings data are
Continued on page 20
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
STEAMING AHEAD

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
Advocating for
responsible resource
management and
prosperity for Maine’s
commercial lobstermen
since 1954.
•••
President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Brian McLain
New Harbor, 207.677.3377
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Shane Carter, Bar Harbor, 288.0236
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Mike Myrick, Cushing, 354.6077
Brad Parady, Kittery, 337.3141
Kristan Porter, Cutler, 259.3306
Lawrence R. Pye, Small Point,389.9131
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron 		
207.967.4555			
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Education Coordinator
Annie Tselikis
annie@mainelobstermen.org

Happy New Year! And with this new year comes a big change
to the newsletter. I’m sure there are many of you who wonder
why on earth we changed a newsletter that was doing fine or
why we need another organization. The simple answer is that
the MLA board of directors believes these changes are in the
best interest of the industry.
Following the completion of a strategic plan in 2009, the
MLA looked at how we could reorganize to better position the
association to tackle the increasingly complex issues we are
facing. We looked at expanding our educational and scientific
work as well as bringing in organizational expertise by diversifying the board and expanding our fundraising capacity. Our
past few annual meetings have included discussions about
bringing non-MLA members onto the Board, and sending the
newsletter to all commercial lobstermen.
After nearly two years of research, discussion and soulsearching, the MLA Board voted to refine and strengthen its
long-standing position as an industry association serving as a
staunch and vocal advocate for Maine’s commercial lobstermen. The MLA Board reasoned that a more neutral organization, not the MLA, would be able to work with a much broader
group of stakeholders would more effectively meet the lobster
industry’s educational, scientific and charitable needs. The
MLA’s job is to have the backs of commercial lobstermen.
We will continue our work making sure the world knows that
Maine’s lobster industry is alive and well, and that we intend
to stay that way.
NOTE FROM THE MLA PRESIDENT
The Maine lobster fishery has reached
a point where you need to land 50,000
pounds or more to make a living. Less
than 10% of lobstermen are making a phenomenal living, while the other 90% are
struggling to hang on. The fishery is broken and needs to be fixed. We land most of
our lobsters when they are soft and weak,
with low meat yield, and do not travel
well. I know that most guys from my generation can survive a few more years with
these prices. But I worry that between the
lobster prices and the cost of bait, fuel and
everything else, our kids may not make it.
I’m worried that the fishery as we know
it is slipping away. There is a way forward
if we work together. The MLA board has
had good discussions. I’ve been to all of
the Lobster Advisory Council subcommittee meetings, met with the Commissioner
and other DMR officials, and have begun

The MLA, however, has played a critical role in nurturing
and launching the Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance
(MLCA). In fact, the two organizations will continue to share
staff and office space. I will lead both organizations as the Director of the MLA, and serving as President of the MLCA.
I want MLA members to rest assured that the MLA will
continue to give a voice to Maine’s commercial lobstermen,
while the non-profit MLCA fulfills its mission through programs in education and science. As we have since 1954, the
MLA will continue to advocate for responsible resource management and prosperity for Maine’s commercial lobstermen.
The MLA has worked for 58 years to ensure that you and your
children have a future in this industry; that will not change.
Each month, a few pages in the paper will be devoted to
MLA activities, in order to provide information that is important to our members. I hope you will be patient as we iron
out the kinks that come with change. And please send along
your ideas to help us ensure that you are getting the news and
information you need.
As always, stay safe on the water.

discussions with our legislators pushing
them on ways to keep this fishery healthy
and profitable.
David Cousens
FAIR WINDS & FOLLOWING SEAS
The MLA remembers Earl Brewer,
Captain of the FV SeaFoam out of Boothbay Harbor, who died at sea in April of
this year. In addition, our thoughts go to
the family and friends of Wally “Chubby”
Gray Jr. and Wayne Young of Deer Isle,
who were lost at sea in December during a
scalloping trip on Stellwagen Bank. If you
haven’t already, be sure to schedule your
mandatory dockside safety exam if you
are operating in federal waters. Fishing in
the Gulf of Maine is dangerous – please
don’t take your safety for granted.

MAINE LEGISLATURE TAKES SHAPE

Governor LePage swore in members
of the 126th Legislature on December 5,
2012. Senator Justin Alfond of Portland
was sworn in as Maine Senate President
and Representative Mark Eves of South
Berwick was sworn in as Speaker of the
House. The 151 member House is comprised of 89 Democrats, 58 Republicans,
two unenrolled and two independents.
The 35 member Senate is comprised of 19
Democrats, 15 Republicans and 1 unenrolled.
The Legislature elected Matthew
Dunlap to serve as Secretary of State, Neria Douglass as State Treasurer, and Janet
Mills to serve as Attorney General for the
next two years.
Cloture, the deadline to submit bill
titles to the Revisor’s Office, was set for

Education Assistant

April Gilmore
april@mainelobstermen.org

Communications Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
21 Western Ave., #1
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
www.mainelobstermen.org

Individual Membership Levels:
Highliner
$225
Harvester
$125
Harvester Family
$200
Junior/Senior Harvester
$65
Friend of the MLA
$50
Business Members Levels:
Select
$500
Keeper
$175
YES! We will offer a discount to
MLA Members!
Additional Contributions:
Donation
$
MLA Legal Defense Fund
$
Separate check payable to MLA Legal Defense Fund

MLA MEMBERSHIP FORM
Mail with payment to: MLA, 21 Western Ave. #1, Kennebunk, ME 04043

Please Print:
Name: ______________________________________________________
Business Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________ Cell: ____________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
(Please include to receive weekly e-news updates and lobster, bait & fuel prices)
Boat Name: __________________________________________________
Lobster License #: _______________ Zone & Dist_____________________

207-967-4555 INFO@MAINELOBSTERMEN.ORG
WWW.MAINELOBSTERMEN.ORG
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
January 18 at 4:00 p.m. Legislators can introduce proposals during this First Regular Session after the cloture deadline only
if approved by the Legislative Council.
This year, the Revisor’s Office has
asked for submission of fully drafted legislative proposals, rather than allowing submission of general concepts with titles for
the Revisor’s Office to develop. The deadline for state agencies to submit proposals
for legislation has passed. The DMR has
submitted the following bill titles:
An Act To Improve the Quality of the Data
Used in the Management of Maine’s Fisheries
An Act To Provide for Passage of River Herring on the St. Croix River in Accordance
with an Adaptive Management Plan
An Act To Provide for the Effective Marketing and Promotion of Maine Lobster
An Act To Provide Guidance for the Development of Fisheries Management Plans
An Act To Require the Development of a
Statewide Approach to Seaweed Management
An Act to Cap Certain Passamaquoddy
Tribe Marine Resources Licenses
An Act To Make Technical Changes to
Maine’s Marine Resources Laws

POLICY UPDATE
Whale Rules – An email from NOAA
Fisheries on December 7 states that the
agency is on schedule to implement new
whale rules to address vertical line risk in
2014. The agency is currently drafting the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) and Proposed Rule due to be
published in next summer. Once these
are published, numerous public hearing
meetings similar to the scoping meetings
will be held.

Marine Stewardship Council Certification – MSC announced that that the Public Comment Draft Report for the Maine
Lobster trap fishery is now available for
comment through January 2, 2013. The effort to obtain MSC certification has been
led by The Fund for Sustainable Maine
Lobster. A final decision is anticipated in
early 2013.
Atlantic Menhaden -- The Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission voted to
cut menhaden landings by 20%, setting a
Total Allowable Catch (TAC) of 170,800mt,
until the next benchmark stock assessment is completed in 2014. The TAC will
be allocated on a state-by-state basis,
based on landings history of the fishery
from 2009-2011, and revisited after three
years. States will be required to close their
fisheries when the state-specific portion
of the TAC has been reached; any overages must be paid back the following year.
Quota may be transferred between states
and a bycatch allowance of 6,000 pounds
for non-directed fisheries that are operating after a state TAC has been landed.

The Amendment also establishes requirements for timely reporting and improved
biological monitoring, and adopts new
biological reference points for biomass
based on maximum spawning potential
(MSP).
The MLA advocated for no reductions until the new benchmark stock assessment is conducted. The short-term
impact on the lobster industry will likely
be an increase in the cost of bait. The most
important thing to be done now is to ensure that the benchmark assessment is
conducted on or ahead of schedule.
Offshore Wind Development – In December, the Department of Energy awarded $4
million each for offshore wind projects in
Maine. The University of Maine has been
working to install two pilot floating offshore turbines off of Monhegan Island.
Statoil North America plans four deepwater floating wind turbines in an area
off Boothbay Harbor. The Maine projects
were among seven awards selected to
speed the deployment of offshore wind
technology in this country. The funds will
support the completion of engineering,
design and permitting processes. Three of
the seven projects then will be selected for
future funding of up to $47 million each
over four years.
The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) announced on December
17 its finding that there is no competitive
interest in an area of approximately 22
square miles where Statoil North America
(Statoil NA) has requested a commercial
wind lease located about 12 nautical miles
off the Maine coast. The lease area would
be the site of a pilot wind power project
consisting of four 3-megawatt floating
wind turbine generators. The decision
clears the way for Statoil to submit a plan
to demonstrate its floating wind turbine
technology.
DMR License Renewal – Lobster license
renewal applications will NOT be sent
via regular mail. Lobstermen can renew
online at www.maine.gov/marinelicenses
with a Visa or MasterCard. A $2 processing fee will be charged for each application after January 1, 2013. Licenses can
be obtained in person from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Mon.-Fri. from DMR.
MEETING ROUNDUP
MLA Board of Directors
The MLA Board met on December 4
in Belfast. The Board continued its discussion of the crisis facing the lobster industry. Landings are on track to surpass 2011,
while the value of the fishery is predicted
to be down $40 million over last year.
There is much anguish, but no consensus
on how the industry should move forward.
The Directors believe that the MLA should
provide leadership on this issue so they
will be holding a two-day retreat to develop MLA’s position on a recommended
strategy and an action plan to improve the
overall health of the lobster fishery. Findings will be shared at the Annual Meeting
in March.

Lobster Advisory Council
The Lobster Advisory Council met in
Hallowell on December 12. Alexa Dayton
from the Gulf of Maine Research Institute
presented the key findings from the Institute’s report on the limited entry system
deficiencies: long waiting periods for a
license, latent effort, and the inability of
the system to respond to unanticipated
resource decline. The report presented
several management options, recommending the implementation of a tiered
license system and development of a fishery management plan.
Commissioner Keliher stated that
while there was nothing new in the plan, it
provided useful new analysis of data. The
state plans to use this report to establish a
Fishery Management Plan for Maine lobster and create a licensing system that can
adapt quickly to a downturn in the lobster
populations. When, not if, there is a resource decline, it is the DMR’s responsibility to make sure the industry can respond.
The LAC engaged in a lengthy discussion of a proposal to take days out of the
fishery in 2013 to minimize market impact
if the lobster shed comes on early again.
The LAC requested that DMR draft legislation to limit the fishery to three days per
week, with an option to limit the time of
day of fishing for a period during the summer when the market is saturated.

Maine Lobster Promotion Council
The MLPC met on Friday, December 14 in Hallowell. The Board approved
$50,000 in contingency funds to execute
a public relations and marketing strategy
to manage media about the Maine lobster
season, to begin this spring. The MLPC
also voted to hire Future Shift, a marketing strategy firm, to begin development of
a brand strategy for Maine lobster. MLPC
will participate in the Maine Fishermen’s
Forum and will represent the Maine lobster industry at the Boston Seafood Show
in March.
Marine Resources Committee members
Sen. Christopher K. Johnson, Chair (DLincoln)
Sen. Edward J. Mazurek (D-Knox)
Sen. Richard G. Woodbury (U-Cumberland)
Rep. Walter A. Kumiega III, Chair (D-Deer
Isle)
Rep. Chuck Kruger (D-Thomaston)
Rep. Ralph Chapman (D-Brooksville)
Rep. Michael Gilbert Devin (D-Newcastle)
Rep. Elizabeth E. Dickerson (D-Rockland)
Rep. Jeremy G. Saxton (D-Harpswell)
Rep. Windol C. Weaver (R-York)†
Rep. Wayne R. Parry (R-Arundel)
Rep. Peter Doak (R-Columbia Falls)
Rep. Ellen A. Winchenbach (R-Waldoboro)

MLA 59TH ANNUAL MEETING
Friday, March 1, 2013
9:00am to 10:15am at the Samoset Resort

Members in attendance will be entered to win door prizes.
V-notch survey participants will be
entered to win a Free MLA Membership.
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MEMBERS OF
MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION, INC.
Notice is hereby given that the Annual Meeting of the members of
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, Inc. will be held at the Samoset
Resort, Rockport, Maine, on Friday, March 1, 2013 at 9:00 in the morning
of that day for the purpose of electing individuals to serve as directors,
hearing the report of theTreasurer, and for the transaction of such other
business as shall properly come before the meeting,all in accordance with
the By-Laws of this Corporation and in accordance with State Statutes.
Dated at Damariscotta, Maine this 31st day of December, 2012.
MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION, INC.

Current Officers:

David Cousens, President
Jim Dow, 1st Vice President
Brian McLain, 2nd Vice President
Arnold Gamage, Secretary/Treasurer

Director Terms Expiring in 2013:
David Cousens, So Thomaston
Jim Dow, Bass Harbor
Jay Smith, Nobleboro

Craig Stewart, Long Island
Elliott Thomas,Yarmouth

NOMINATIONS
MLA MEMBERS may submit nominations for Board of Directors to:
patrice@mainelobstermen.org, mail to MLA, 21 Western Ave #1,
Kennebunk, ME 04043 or call the MLA office at 967-4555.
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OUR SELECT MEMBERS show your support for these fine businesses!
AUTOMOTIVE
Newcastle Chrysler-Dodge-Jeep
573 Route 1
Newcastle, ME 04553
207-563-8138/ 888-944-5337
rmiller@newcastlemotorcars.com
www.newcastlemotorcars.comg
15% off parts and service. Receive $200 additional
discount on all new & used vehicles. Bring this ad
copy at time of sale.

O’Hara Corporation

120 Tillson Ave
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-0405
baitman@midcoast.com

Purse Line Bait

32 Bakers Wharf Rd
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoocom

BAIT DEALERS

BOAT BUILDERS/BOAT REPAIR

Alfred Osgood

SW Boatworks

PO Box 358
Vinalhaven, ME 04863
207-863-2518
sosgood590@aol.com

Bessy Bait LLC

155 R Batchelder Rd
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-300-2846 / 603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com www.bessybait.com
$5 off each barrel on multiple barrel purchases at
the Seabrook NH location

Dropping Springs Lobster & Bait Co.
Anthony Robinson
6A Portland Fish Pier
Portland ME, 04101
207-272-6278 207-518-9049

Lunds Fisheries Inc.

David Brand
997 Ocean Dr.
Cape May, NJ 08204 609-884-7600
dbrand@lundsfish.com
www.lundsfish.com

Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605
207-667-7427
swboatworks@roadrunner.com
www.swboatworks.com
Show MLA card to receive $500 discount on hull
or top

EDUCATIONAL & TRADE
SHOWS
Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St.
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT
Machias Savings Bank
4 Center St.
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-3347
www.machiassavings.com

Spongex LLC

James Welch
3002 Anaconda Rd.
Tarboro, NC 27886 252-563-1101
jwelch@spongefoam.com
www.spongexfoam.com

GIFTS
FISHING, MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES
Hamilton Marine
155 E Main St
Searsport, ME 04974
207-548-2985

Maine Camp Outfitters

300 Sunset Rd.
Sunset, ME 04683
207-348-2459/ 800-560-6090
melissa@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com

10% off all apparel and promotional product
orders.

100 Fore St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-774-1772

HYDRAULICS

165 Clark Point Rd.
Southwest Harbor, ME 04679

PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874
603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com

174 Main Street
Jonesport, ME 04649
20 Park Dr.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-8181 / 800-639-2715
bclements@hamiltonmarine.com
www.hamiltonmarine.com
Discounts for MLA members

North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470
sprofio@glpower.com
www.northatlanticpower.com
10% discount for all service repair of twin disc
transmissions. 15% off any new MGX series gears
& electronic control systems.

Coastal Hydraulics Inc

10% discount to MLA members on all in-stock
items.

Hews Company LLC

190 Rumery St
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136 /800-234-4397
info@hewsco.com
www.hewsco.com

10% off hydraulic components & Cable Craft
cables in 2013
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Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc

INSURANCE

PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112
207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com www.cozyharbor.com

Allen Insurance and Financial

34-36 Elm St., Po Box 578
Camden, ME 04847
207-263-4311
cguptill@alleninsuranceandfinancial.com

Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646
207-244-5438

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route One
Falmouth, ME 04105
207-781-5553 / 800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com

Fishermens Heritage Lobster Coop
PO Box 359
Friendship, ME 04547
207-832-6378
peted@garbolobster.com

Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members.
Additional 5% discount if you show proof of
completing a C.G.-approved Fishing Vessel Drill
Conductor course within the last 5 years.

93 E 7th Street
New York, NY 10009 212-387-8487
lukeslobster@gmail.com www.lukeslobster.com

Nicholas H Walsh PA

PO Box 7206
Portland, ME 04112
207-772-2191
nwalsh@gwi.net www.nicholas-walsh.com

New England Fish Co.

Suzannah Raber, Gage Ashbaug
446 Commercial St.
Portland, ME 04101
207-253-5626
nefco@mac.com www.raberfisheries.com

25% off legal services.

LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/
WHOLESALE/RETAIL

Newicks Hospitality Group

Canobie Seafoods, Inc

431 Dover Point Rd
Dover, NH 03820
603-742-3205 www.newicks.com

1077 Bar Harbor Rd
Trenton, ME 04605
207-667-2250
rpdoane@yahoo.com

Open Ocean Trading LLC
30 Western Ave.
Gloucester, MA 01930 978-515-7683
info@openoceantrading.com
www.openoceantrading.com

HM

MR F-45 Class D VHF

Removable mic, plug-in for remote
speaker, GPS input. SUBMERSIBLE!

$

9999

hamilton

marine
589

SIT-DAC
Order# 737090

saVe
$

389

33c Adapter Kit Not Included
t-handle, long & Short
Order# 120870
t-handle, equal length
Order# 120871
curved with knobs
Order# 120872

$

50

3440

Commercial Flare Kits
USCG AppRovED

3-50 mile

19999

List 297.70 $
OLI-820
Order# 118182

50+ mile

267

List 389.99 $
OLI-821
Order# 744831

99

Cast Aluminum Commercial Hatches

ABS Approved. Two dog system, flush mount, watertight!
Easy open inside and outside!
24" x 24"
with t-handle
15" x 24"
saVe
$
99
with t-handle
$

$

499

150

99

Reg 649.99
BAI-QA1524A
Order# 745921

Portland

849

Adam S. LaGreca
2266 Pawtucket Avenue
East Providence, RI 02914
401-228-7170 800-985-7663
adam@romepacking.com
www.romepacking.com

16 Pleasant Hill Rd
Scarborough, ME 04070
207-833-9586
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com

Accutech Marine Propeller Inc.
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820
603-617-3626
sales@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com

PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685
207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net

20% off propeller repair to MLA members.
Discounts for new propellers, shafting,
hardware.

Weathervane Seafoods Inc

REFRIGERATION SERVICES

31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-439-0920
www.weathervaneseafoods.com
10% off all shipping (mail orders) & retail
orders.

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Avenue
Windham, Maine 04062
207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com

Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rdt
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857
snfo@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat

$250 off new installations

CommerCial DisCounts!
800-639-2715 hamiltonmarine.com
Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.

cat ii manual

Imperial Cold Water
Immersion Suit

Order# 731676

Adult Universal, USCG
Approved, three-fingered
mitt, traditional neoprene
with storage bag & whistle.

07
385
List 700.00

$

cat i auto

$

480

41

List 950.00
Order# 731678

Type I Life Vest

$

25332

List 406.51
RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

Fiske Skins Baselayer

with Reflective Tape
Adult Universal,
USCG Approved

$

2713

List 29.49
PFD-1A
Order# 731713

100% polyester fabric
wicks away moisture.
Peached inside for
extra comfort.
Shirt or pants.

$

2132

each
List 31.00

FREE HEAT from your

High Performance
Marine LED Lights

Heavy duty glass-filled nylon or powder coated
aluminum housing. 28,000 to 40,000 BTUs.

Patented combination
flood and spotlights.
m-Series:
dually & dually2 &
6", 10", 20", 30" 40"

engine’s closed cooling system!

200

SearSPort

PROPELLERS

Swans Island Fishermens Coop

Starting At

Reg 1049.99
BAI-QA2424A
Order# 745922

rockland

Milton Cat

275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858
207-594-7980

saVe

$

George Menezes
10 Gibson Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074 207-510-2247
george.menezes@cummins.com
www.cumminsnortheast.com

Rome Packing Co., Inc.

SVS650 Color Sounder 406 MHz EPIRBs

50/200 dual Frequency
transducer adapter

Kobelt Controls
$
99 List 572.55

Cummins Northeast, LLC

6.5" HD LCD display, 600W, LIMITED QUANTITY!
transducer sold separately.
$
99 Reg 639.99
SIT-SVS650
Order# 736789

List 109.95
CEC-MRF45D
Order# 740359

MARINE ENGINES

20 Ladd St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-433-2220
info@oorionseafood.com info@pshellfish.com

Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop

Holden Seafood Corporation

LEGAL SERVICES

Orion Seafood International

$

SouthweSt harbor

10349

JoneSPort

maine
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RESTAURANTS

TRAP BUILDERS STOCK &
SUPPLIES

Barnacle Billys Inc

PO Box 837
Ogunquit, ME 03907
207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com www.barnbilly.com

Brooks Trap Mill

The Clam Shack

www.brookstrapmill.com

PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046
207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net

Newick’s Hospitality Group, Inc
431 Dover Point Rd
Dover, NH 03820
603-742-3205
www.newicks.com

211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861
207-354-8763
brooksinc@roadrunner.com

Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545 800-451-1200
mikew@friendshiptrap.com

®

www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on lobster traps when you
show MLA membership card .

SAFETY TRAINING
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
PO Box 411
Belfast, ME 04915
207-338-1603
jmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
10% discount on USCG Drill Conductor
training.

Sea Rose Trap Co
137 Pleasant Hill Rd
Scarborough, ME 04074

Marine
Power

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL

207-730-2063

NEW COMMERCIAL ENGINE PURCHASES

searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com

Model
C7 / Tier II
C9 / Tier II
C12 / Tier II
C18 / Tier II

5% off trap list price

HP
460
500
660 / 700
855

Discount
$1,000
$1,500
$1,500
$2,000

For details and a price quote, please
contact Stewart Tuttle at 207-885-8082.
www.miltoncat.com

#2

#1

#3

#7

MLA Members
Discount Directory

MLA Members! Present your MLA membership card at the
following business and receive generous discounts!
Accutech Marine Propeller
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller repair; discounts
for new propellers, shafting and hardware

National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate of $12.95, use J12MLA code for discount.

Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations

Newcastle Chrysler Dodge-Jeep
Newcastle, ME -- 15% off parts and service.
Receive $200.00 additional discount on all new
and used vehicles. Please bring ad copy in at time
of sale.

Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription
rate for $18.75 with MLA membership noted on
check.
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items
Friendship Trap Company Friendship, ME -Discounts of 5% to 10% depending on product

North Atlantic Power
Exeter, NH -- 10% off service repairs of twin disc
transmissions, 15% off any new MGX series.
Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list price.

Maine Camp Outfitters
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional
product orders.

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus
5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill
Conductor course within the last 5 years.

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on MLA
merchandise.

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- Show MLA card to receive
$500.00 discount on a new hull or top.

Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission.

Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% of all shipping (mail orders) and
retail orders

Harold C Ralph Chevrolet
Waldoboro, ME -- 10% off parts and labor.
Hews Company
South Portland, ME -- 10% off hydraulic components and cable craft cables.
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on safety training
courses.

#4

#5

#6

Nicholas H Walsh, PA
Portland, ME -- 25% off legal services.

Winter Harbor Co-op
Winter Harbor, ME -- 10% off fresh picked lobster
meat.
Wesmac Custom Boats
Surry, ME -- 2% discount on fiberglass components.

Order online at www.mainelobstermen.org

Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 off each barrel on multiple
barrel purchases at the Seabrook NH location
with proof of MLA membership.

Get your MLA Gear!

#
1
2
3
4

MLA Items
Women’s Zip Hoodie (buoys)
Men’s 1/4 Zip Fleece
MLA Tshirt
Child Lobster Buoy Tshirt

Color
Light blue
Navy
Red, Blue, Gray
White

5 Men’s Hoodie (MLA logo)
Gray
6 Child Lobster Lifecycle Tshirt Oatmeal
7 MLA Hat
Khaki

Size
S, M, L
2XL
M, L, XL
XS, S, M

Price
$35
$35
$15
$15

M, L, 2XL
S
One size

$35
$15
$15

Name: ______________________________ please add for shipping:
Address:_____________________________ 1 item $3.00
City, State, Zip: ________________________ 1+ items $5.00
Item

Size

Price

Qty

Checks payable to MLA, 21 Western Ave #1, Kennebunk, ME 04043 * 207-967-4555
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Could One Hour With
This Doctor Give You
The Answer To Your
Disc Pain?
Now in midcoast Maine, one doctor has what
may be the most important breakthrough in nonsurgical back pain treatments. Before and after
MRI studies have shown disc bulges shrink in size
– even with the most painful cases.
If you’ve had disc problems for years, recently injured your back, or you’re suffering with sciatica, you
must hear about these new studies.

Here’s What Our Patients Say…
“I could barely get into my truck after a day of ﬁshing.
The motion from my boat, or lifting something as
light as a ﬁve gallon bucket of water was enough
to irritate the L4 disc bulge in my low back causing
severe pain in my back and left hip. I found
myself in this condition after having several spinal
injections and having undergone advanced pain
procedures. My wife found out about Non Surgical
Decompression therapy and started with treatment
as soon as I could. Within ﬁve weeks I was pain free
after having severe pain for four years!! Three years
later I continue to work pain free and am back to my
old self!”
Robert Morris
Tenants Harbor, Maine

Scientiﬁc

studies tell us that spinal discs are
responsible for a lot of the severe pain people suffer
from. Discs act like a cushion between our backbones
and allow for a space at each level so the nerves can
exit the spinal column. When these discs get injured
they begin to degenerate and cause pain. Bulging
and herniations being to form, pressing on the nerve
roots. If the herniations occur in the lumbar spine,
they can severely compromise the large sciatic nerve,
causing muscle weakness, tingling, and severe pain.
The most common invasive treatment for disc
herniations is surgery. This costs quite a bit of money.
Even with health insurance the patient is left with
their own portion of the bill, that may be in excess of
$5,000-$10,000, and sometimes more. The recovery
time and, missed work can be anywhere from 3 to
6 months, not to mention the obvious severe risks
associated with all surgery. But here’s the biggest
problem…there is a high failure rate of back surgery.
One medical study found that on average, 53% of L5S1 back surgeries fail to product relief of symptoms
(International Orthop 1987.)

Before You Opt For Spinal Surgery…You
should seriously consider a less invasive
approach called spinal decompression.

Non-surgical spinal decompression is a new
technology that has been proven to reverse disc
herniations. It creates a vacuum effect on the disc,
which pulls the disc back into its normal position and
brings in a fresh blood supply to promote healing.
Spinal decompression treatments are very gentle. In
fact, every once and a while I even catch patients
sleeping during sessions. Most patients feel better

“I could barely complete a day’s work. Working in
the woods, bouncing in the truck or on the skidder
was intolerable. For the past ﬁve months I had been
trying to live with the pain and continue working
but now the severe pain went through my left leg
all the way to my foot causing a numb feeling in
my toes. I was unable to walk normally on my left
leg and could no longer control my foot. I had to
do something because my livelihood was at stake.
An MRI revealed an L4 disc herniation that was
pinching a nerve. I chose to treat with Non-Surgical
Spinal Decompression because I did not want back
surgery. My recovery went as expected and today
I am back to full activity with my family and in the
woods. I am no longer dragging my leg and can
now walk normally. I am so happy that this medical
technology is available. I am sure it helped me avoid
surgery! The last three years have been great!”
Jamie Peaslee
Cooper Mills, Maine

with just a few treatments, and best of all there will
be no dangerous drugs, no invasive procedures, no
painful exercises.

The Research Behind This Treatment

One clinical study has shown non-surgical spinal
decompression to be extremely successful (good
or excellent relief) in 86% of patients with herniated
discs and degenerative disc disease- without the side
effects. Another study presented at the American
Academy of Pain Management in 2007 showed…
“Patients reported a mean 88.9% improvement in
back pain and better function…No patients required
any invasive therapies (e.g. epidural injections,
surgery.)” As you can see, spinal decompression has
a high success rate with helping disc herniations,
sciatica, and back pain. In just a matter of weeks you
could be back on the golf course, enjoying your love
life, traveling again.

Feel The Improvement- and Say “Yes” to
Life Again

With my “Decompression Evaluation” we’ll be able
to ﬁnd the problem and then correct it. Think of how
you’ll feel in just a few short weeks. See and feel
your life change for the better. Start your body on the
way to pain-free, normal living. Feel tight joints rest,

relax, free up. Feel muscles tied in knots become
more supple. Feel strength in your muscles increase.
You’re able to live life like a normal person again,
without back pain - able to play with your kids, enjoy
time with friends, and ﬁnally get a good night’s rest.

The Single Most Important Solution To
Your Sciatica and Back Pain

It’s time for you to ﬁnd out if spinal decompression will
be your sciatic and back pain solution. I’m running
a special offer where you can ﬁnd out if you are a
candidate for spinal decompression.

What does this offer include?

Everything I normally do in my new patient evaluation.
Call before February 1 and here’s what you’ll get…
An in-depth consultation about your health and wellbeing where I will listen…really listen…to the details
of your case.
A complete neuromuscular examination.
Diagnostic testing to determine if a spinal problem is
contributing to your pain or symptoms.
A thorough analysis of your exam and diagnostic
testing ﬁndings so we can start mapping out your
plan to being pain free.
You’ll get to see everything ﬁrst hand and ﬁnd out if
this amazing treatment will be your pain solution, like
it has been for so many other patients.
Until February 1 you can get everything I’ve listed
here for only $19. The normal price for this type of
evaluation including diagnostic testing is $218, so
you’re saving a considerable amount by taking me
up on this offer.

Maine Spine & Nerve
Institute

Leaders in Non-Surgical
Spinal Decompression
Call our 24 hour helpline at 207-563-8500
www.msnidrx.com
17 Back Meadow Road
Dr. Douglas VanderPloeg D.C.
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NEWS FROM THE MAINE LOBSTER PROMOTION COUNCIL
By Marianne Lacroix, acting director

Maine Lobster Guide app is finally here!
Now tourists and locals alike can easily find out where
to buy Maine lobster, what restaurants are serving Maine
lobster, fabulous lobster recipes and other cooking information while on the go with the new Maine Lobster Guide
iPhone app. The Maine Lobster Promotion Council worked
with Maine Office of Tourism, which fully funded the project, to develop an iPhone app that draws on content found
on the MLPC web site. Maine Tourism produced original
content for the app, short video interviews with lobstermen and dealers that provide a personal face to the industry. To download the free app to your iPhone, click on the ‘app store’ icon and search for
‘Maine Lobster Guide’ by the Maine Office of Tourism.
MLPC becomes more social
For many years the MLPC has maintained a popular Web site for lobster customers and consumers, providing information on where to buy lobster, both online and
in Maine, how to cook and handle lobster, and a popular recipe database. After analyzing Web traffic, we realized that more people expect information to be delivered to
them through social media. So the MLPC has begun sharing information through four
leading social media networks – Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Pinterest. Our social
media presence is expanding our reach to consumers and customers and also driving
traffic back to our website. Here’s how you can connect with the MLPC:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LobsterFromMaine
Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/LobsterFromME
YouTube: www.youtube.com/LobsterFromME
Twitter: http://twitter.com/LobsterFromME

head of the SMCC Culinary Arts program, presented on behalf of the MLPC at the ACF
Akron-Canton Cooks and Chefs Association as part of their Visiting Chefs series. Chef
Beriau is a proponent of Maine lobster who frequently volunteers his time to educate
chefs, culinary students and consumers about Maine’s signature seafood. With his
brother, Chef Michael Beriau, Chef Will demonstrated a bevy of Maine lobster dishes
including lobster potato pancakes, lobster with caramel fennel, lobster chorizo-stuffed
squid, coddled eggs with lobster sherry and cream, and lobster with caramelized fennel.
An audience of approximately 60 professional chefs and culinary students learned all
about lobster at this fast-paced seminar.
Maine lobster to be featured in champagne campaign
The U.S. Champagne Bureau has launched a national ad campaign as part of a
large-scale effort to reclaim its name in the U.S. marketplace. The issue of origin is also
important for Maine lobster, which why the MLPC was happy to have Champagne use
Maine lobster in their campaign. Posing the question “Maine Lobster from Kansas?” the
ad reminds consumers of the importance of authenticity and knowing the true origins
of food products.
The ads will appear in the print and digital formats of The New Yorker, Food & Wine,
and Travel + Leisure magazines; on billboards in New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Washington, D.C.; and online on Web sites including The New York Times, Vanity
Fair, GQ and The Wall Street Journal.
“This campaign uses humor and well-understood U.S. location-based products to
encourage consumers to take a moment and consider the authenticity of what they are
buying,” Sam Heitner, director of the Champagne Bureau said in a release. “U.S. consumers are savvy, and this reminds them to say ‘of course not’ when faced with products that
lack authenticity and to seek out products that come from unique places like Champagne from Champagne, France, Maine lobsters from Maine and Napa Valley wines
from Napa Valley, California.”
Lobster Lovers Campaign deemed a success

Chef ambassador teaches lobster to his peers
Throughout the year, MLPC sponsors chefs at special events in order to promote
Maine lobster to target groups and to emphasize key attributes of Maine lobster. Chef
Wilfred Beriau, American Culinary Federation (ACF) Educator of the Year and former

MLPC kicked off the Maine Lobster Lovers Campaign in August and ran the promotion through the end of the year in an effort to heighten interest in Maine lobsters
during this year’s abundant harvest. Participating businesses featured lobster specials,
cash mobs, contests, giveaways and special prize packages. The MLPC provided participating businesses with promotional materials and kicked off the whole promotion with
a four-week advertising campaign.

The Boothbay Harbor “Claw Down” chefs brought out the lobster fans. And the chefs had a good
time as well! Photo courtesy of the MLPC.

More than 80 businesses took advantage of the promotion, with more than 1,000
people sending in entry forms. Andy’s Pub in Portland participated in the promotion.
“We liked it because it really did help us sell more lobster. We could talk about lobster
with our customers and we really enjoyed it,” said Jennifer Fox at Andy’s Pub in the Old
Port. The Lobster Lovers celebration also included many events in coastal towns, like
the Lobsterpalooza in Rockland. This event was the brainstorm of the four Historic Inns
of Rockland. The weeklong event involved nearly 40 restaurants, spas and retail stores
offering everything from a free lobster with special spa treatments to a lobster off the
boat from Captain Jack’s Lobster Adventures.
The Boothbay Harbor Chamber of Commerce held its first “Claw Down.” More than
18 restaurants participated in the event during which local chefs had to come up with
the best lobster bite. The judges’ pick was Brown’s Wharf Inn Executive Chef Micah
Jones’ creation, a Polenta and Truffle Lobster Bite, fresh lobster meat served over a sundried tomato and polenta cake, finished with lobster sauce and truffle oil.
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GREEN CRAB EXPANSION WORRIES CLAMMERS, LOBSTERMEN
By Sarah Paquette
Green crabs are trouble with a capital “T” for many marine species in the
Gulf of Maine. The European green crab,
Carcinus maenas, was introduced to
the U.S. via ship ballast water in the late
1800s. It wasn’t until the past few years,
however, that their destructive abilities have really been noticed. “It’s just
dawned on us what they’ve already eaten,” explained Chad Coffin, president of
the Maine Clammer’s Association and a
clammer from Freeport. “And it’s not just
clams, but mussels, too.”
Coffin said green crabs, also called
common shore crabs, demolished the
mussel resource in Casco Bay within
five years in the 1990s and have now
moved on to soft-shelled clams. “They’ll
eat what is there. They also eat juvenile
lobsters,” he said. “There have been studies done that show that green crabs outcompete lobsters for food and shelter in
trials. Another study found green crabs
consumed juvenile lobsters and even

Green carbs, an invasive species in New
England since the 1800’s, are having a
devastating effedt on Maine’s clam flats.
Photo courtesy of Vital Signs user B1.

consumed bigger lobsters if they could.”
Coffin said lobstermen might think the
crabs are only eating their lobster bait
and not the lobsters themselves, yet, as
he said, “How would they notice if the
crabs are eating the babies? They aren’t

“They’ve always been
around, even when I was a
kid. But they were never found
this deep before.”
pulling up lobsters that small in their
traps to begin with.”
The Department of Marine Resources (DMR) regulates the harvest of green
crabs. According to agency regulations,
green crabs may only be taken without a
license if they are for personal use. Coffin said there isn’t much one can do with
the small crabs, but some people have
been using them as compost. “They really aren’t a great source of nitrates, which
you need for good compost. There is also
a small food market for them, but because they are so small, there isn’t much
meat. Maybe they could be used for lobster bait,” he said.
Yarmouth lobsterman Elliott Thomas said he has seen green crabs in water
as deep as 42 to 45 feet. “They’ve always
been around, even when I was a kid. But
they were never found this deep before,”

he said. Thomas briefly experimented
with using small crabs for lobster bait.
“When I caught them I would throw
them in with my bait. It would kill them
and I’d stuff them in bait bags. It didn’t really work well, though,” he said. Thomas
hasn’t heard reports of the green crabs
taking juvenile lobsters, but has noticed
that they take his bait. “They are just a
part of fishing. I don’t think they are a
threat to the lobsters. But they can eat
clams like crazy!” he acknowledged.
Even with a lobster/crab license,
Thomas said he is not allowed to harvest green crabs. “There is a green crab
specific license,” he explained. “People
thought they could sell them to an Asian
food market. I don’t know how people eat
them, though. I haven’t seen them much
bigger than about three inches across the
carapace.”
Ice and truly cold winters generally
keep green crabs from spreading north.
With water temperatures in Casco Bay
on the rise, green crabs could expand
their range by 20 miles a year. “The only
places where we are really seeing clams
are in areas that freeze,” Coffin said.
“There was a mini ice age, as scientists
called it, back in the 1960s that knocked
the population back. But the problem
now is directly related to the weather getting warmer. The crabs have been thriving in southern states and even southern
New England for years.”
The town of Freeport is developing plans to trap green crabs, but still
needs some way to market those crabs.
“My best answer for a person wondering what they can do is to research and
monitor green crabs through programs
like Vital Signs,” said Sarah Kirn, program
manager of Vital Signs, a field-based science education that links students, scientists and communities run by the Gulf
of Maine Research Institute (GMRI), via
email. Kirn believes that it is more important than ever to monitor and report
invasive species as they move into Maine
due to climate change and shifts in the
intertidal communities. “Having a better
understanding of the dynamics of intertidal communities will be really important, for example, to resource managers
as they try to manage harvesting of species as the climate changes. By contributing observations to Vital Signs, anyone in
Maine can contribute to the knowledge
base on green crabs,” she said.
While clam flats are still productive in some areas of the state, clams appear to have migrated from the subtidal
to high intertidal areas. “The crabs are
eating their way in from the subtidal.
Clams can live in the high intertidal, but
that’s as far as they can go. Now that the
crabs have pushed them back that far, it
won’t be long until the clams are gone. I
wouldn’t be surprised if there aren’t any
clams in three to four years,” Said Coffin.Coffin pointed out that it isn’t just
the shellfish that are disappearing in
Casco Bay. He said there aren’t as many
sea ducks in the area as there were ten
years ago. “The feds keep reducing the
limit [of sea ducks] that can be taken by
hunters. But if there are no mussels, their
primary food source, the reduction won’t

They are little but they are voracious and as yet, there’s no market for the growing green crab
populations in Maine. Photos (above and below) by Chad Coffin.

necessarily help.” He said with the mussel beds gone, black ducks have begun to
eat clams. “The regulations change so the
stocks can be rebuilt. But how can they
when it’s the juveniles being eaten?”
However, Coffin sees this invasion
as a motivation for the state to develop
plans and techniques to help fishermen
adapt with an ever changing environment and for marine resources to continue to be sustainable.

New England Marine & Industrial
OR
TRAP WIRE

Seaplax

Winter Trap Kit Special
Buy 100 or more trap kits and
receive 10% off our regular prices
on trap building supplies.
Vents & Cleats
Hog Rings and Clips
Shrimp Twine

Oak and Jungle Wood Runners
Ergo Blocks and Bricks
Wire Benders

Ask your Salesman for Details
Does not Include Trap Wire Rolls, Buoys,
Rope or Heads

Lowest Prices on Trap Kits, Let Us Quote You
Worcester Cow Hide Bait
We carry Regular and Hairless Bait
Call for Special Pricing on both 5 pail purchases and pallet
(20 pails) purchases
“One week notice needed on pallet purchases”

200 Spaulding Tpke
Portsmouth, NH
603-436-2836

294 Ocean Street
Brant Rock, MA
781-834-9301

86 Cemetary Rd
Stonington, ME
207-367-2692

www.newenglandmarine.com
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FINDING OUT ABOUT THE DMR: THE BUREAU OF MARINE PATROL
By Laura Ludwig
The Maine Department of Marine Resources plays many roles in the state’s management of its myriad marine resources: law enforcer, investor, researcher, policy analyst, mediator. To some it is ‘interfering government,’ to others it’s a source of funding, to still others
a partner in scientific understanding. In this issue we begin a new series that explores the
many facets of the DMR and the future challenges the department may face.
Anyone in the lobster business has a fairly good idea of what today’s Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) means to Maine’s marine resources – research, conservation, management and enforcement of regulations all fall under the purview of this relatively small state agency. It may surprise some to learn that in the early days, the agency
known as the Sea and Shore Fisheries Commission in essence was a state enforcement

If there is one thing he’d like people to know about the bureau, it’s that the officers are trained to promote voluntary compliance with the laws.
agency, consisting of two or three “fish wardens” appointed by the governor -- 50 years
or so before the creation of the Maine State Police!
The agency started out slow and small in the 1800s and expanded with the demands of the fisheries. On a budget of $200 per year, the early fish wardens traveled
long coastal routes to examine the sea-run fish populations and weirs, nets or dams
that might impede passage to spawning grounds, an early regulatory effort that speaks
to Maine’s longstanding conservation ethic. They inspected sardine packing plants to
ensure proper weight and quality of product, and were paid by the number of containers inspected.

The bureau’s Colonel, Major and seaplane pilot have offices in Hallowell, overseeing operations and coordinating with
the two Division lieutenants in Boothbay
Harbor and Lamoine. Each Division is
comprised of three sections with one or two
specialists, who captain the large enforcement vessels, and several officers who crew
for the large vessels or cover their territory
with smaller patrol vessels and specially
equipped four-wheel drive trucks. The entire 3,500-mile coastline of Maine and its islands is covered by no more than 50 officers,
though the force is rarely at full complement
these days due to budget constraints.

Colonel Joe Fessenden, BMP chief, started as a coastal warden in 1975 in South
Bristol and still has “soft spot for that area,” he said. In the nearly forty years of his career,
he believes that the element that has changed the most in Maine marine resources has
been the move from open to limited access fishing. Whereas once anyone with a license
could fish for anything he wanted, current regulations on who can fish vary depending on the fishery. Since it is the bureau’s
job to check compliance and licensing, the
impact on enforcement has been considerable.

In the mid-1950s, issues of industry development, research and marketing gave
birth to the DMR we know today, with scientists, researchers and two dozen coastal
wardens who upheld marine statutes.
Today, the Bureau of Marine Patrol (BMP) is the enforcement arm of the DMR, a
stalwart contingent of fully-trained law enforcement officers charged with upholding
state fishing and boating laws, and by virtue of a Joint Enforcement Agreement (JEA)
with the National Marine Fisheries Service, deputized to enforce federal whale protection regulations.

Marine Patrol Officer Talbot about the P/V
Protector. Photo by Laura Ludwig.

Marine Patrol Officer Faulkingham on
Beals Island during a retrieval of ghost
gear. Photo by Laura Ludwig.

If there is one thing he’d like people to
know about the bureau, it’s that the officers
are trained to promote voluntary compliance with the laws. “Community compliance is what we strive for,” he explained,
so officers are encouraged to be “user
friendly,” becoming part of the commercial
fishing world and investing in its success.
“Open lines of communication are in the
best interest of fishermen and Patrol,” Fessenden said.
Continued on page 21

Hy-Liner
rope Company
SINK
ROPE

FLOAT
ROPE

Highest quality ropes made in Maine
SuperSink • SteelLiner • EasyPull • Float Ropes
Hy-Liner rope Company
St. GeorGe, maine

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pails

www.bessybait.com

Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!

Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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SO YOU WANT TO KNOW: WE’RE TALKING THERMOCLINE!
By Melissa Waterman
Take a look at the ocean and what do you see? A bunch of salt water sloshing around,
subject to the forces of wind and weather. Most people don’t know that the ocean they
gaze at is actually a giant Jello parfait, intricately layered with different types of water.
Ocean water is not all the same. Some water is very cold, some is quite warm, other
water might be very salty, and some fairly brackish. Like those different colored layers
of Jello stacked in a parfait glass, the Gulf of Maine is actually a complicated amalgamation of water layers.
The separation between the surface layer of water in the Gulf -- generally warmer
and less saline -- and the bottom layer of water – typically colder and saltier – is called
the thermocline (thermo meaning “heat” in Greek, cline meaning “gradient”).
Above the thermocline, the water temperature changes very gradually with depth.
Water above the thermocline is well-mixed, which means that waves and wind have
churned the warm surface water into the underlying calmer water, moving the sun’s
heat down a few hundred feet.

“The amount of area for lobsters to expand into in eastern
Maine far exceeds what was available in western Maine. There’s
suitable habitat everywhere.”

ing those months. Thus the surface water heats up and remains
relatively undisturbed as sunlight
grows stronger in the spring and
summer. Venture into the thermocline, however, and the water
temperature takes quick nosedive
downward.
As it turns out, lobster larvae
do not like the thermocline. When
lobster larvae reach that stage in
which they seek out a place to settle (Stage 4), they generally avoid
going through the thermocline.
Too cold! Instead they settle on
an appropriate bottom that is
Graph courtesy of the National Weather Service.
warmer, which generally means
shallower in depth. But in a region
where there is no thermocline to limit their movement, such as eastern Maine, the larvae could settle anywhere, if the water were warm enough.

But in the thermocline itself, water temperature will decrease quite rapidly with
depth. No longer influenced by the heated surface water, the thermocline forms the
border between relatively warm upper water layers and the very cold bottom water. In
the Gulf of Maine, the thermocline generally occurs from 15 to 30 feet at depth during
the summer months, according to Department of Marine Resources (DMR) lobster biologist Carl Wilson.

A 2010 study of lobster settlement by Rick Wahle, University of Maine scientist, reaffirmed this pattern. After collecting lobster larvae from 300 cobble-filled collectors
at three depths (10-20, 30-50, and 70-80 meters) in eastern and midcoast Maine and
Rhode Island, Wahle concluded that settlement was indeed linked to the strength of
the thermocline. “In stratified regions, such as the western Gulf of Maine and southern
New England, larval settlement was concentrated within the shallowest strata. In well
mixed regions such as the eastern Gulf of Maine, in contrast, larval settlement spread
uniformly over the depths, and was generally lower overall,” he stated.

The thermocline behaves differently, however, in different regions of the Maine
coast. In Downeast Maine, where the coastal waters are subject to the influences of Bay
of Fundy tides and the cold Labrador Current, there is almost no thermocline. The Jello
parfait is all one color. The water along that coast remains cold both at the surface and
at the bottom year round.

Carl Wilson has found that eastern Maine waters have warmed up in recent
years, making that region even more enticing for larvae settlement. “Now the water
in eastern Maine is warmer [than in the past] and they will settle,” Wilson said. “The
amount of area for lobsters to expand into in eastern Maine far exceeds what was available in western Maine. There’s suitable habitat everywhere.”

In mid-coast and western Maine, by contrast, a distinct thermocline exists because the waters in those areas do not get well mixed. The tides are much less strong
in western Maine than in eastern. In addition, the winds generally remain light dur-

“Thermocline” is not a word that most people toss around in casual conversation.
But for Maine’s lobstermen, changes to the thermocline and to the Gulf of Maine in general will probably be a topic of conversation for many years to come.

4th Annual Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Photo Contest
RULES FOR SUBMISSION:
Please email your entries, with your name, fishing
port, and home address to Melissa Waterman at
melissa@mainelobstermen.org. Or you may mail
your images to M.Waterman, 33 Grove St., Rockland, ME 04841.We will return them to you at the
close of the contest.

JUDGES:
Peter Ralston, photographer and proprietor of
the Ralston Gallery in Rockport
Gretchen Ogden, managing editor, Maine Boats
Homes and Harbors magazine.

CONTEST RULES:
• Submissions due by January 15.
• 2012 winners are not eligible to enter in
the 2013 contest.
• Winning photos will be reproduced in
Black and White, not in color.
• Contestants may submit ONE picture in
each category for a total of FIVE entries;
do not submit multiple images in individual
categories.

Photo by 2012 action shot winner,Yvonne Rosen.

NOTES:
• Winning photos will be reproduced in
Black and White, not in color.
• Winning photos will be printed in the
February, 2013, issue of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association newsletter.
PHOTO CATEGORIES
• People and lobster
• Boat
• Gear
• Shipping and handling
• Scenic

Photo by 2012 lobster shot winner, Justin Boyce

Photo by 2012 scenic shot winner Paula Lunt.
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GMRI report continued from page 1

we begin that conversation,” said DMR
Commissioner Patrick Keliher in a press
release at the time.
The report was written by Alexa
Dayton, GMRI’s training and outreach
program manager, and Jenny Sun, senior marine resource economist. Drawing on a survey of licensed lobstermen
and of those on the license waiting lists
in each zone, meetings with lobstermen
throughout the coast, and more than 100
comments from individuals involved in
the lobster industry, the authors laid out
the specific problems in the current management system and an array of recommendations to address those problems.
“In our analysis of the system, we have
identified four key deficiencies, for which
we offer recommendations: latent effort,
long waiting periods, underaccounting
of retiring tags, and an inadequacy of the
system to respond to a resource decline.”
(page 6).
In 2011, there were 4,933 commercial (Class I, II, or III) license holders, who bought a total of 2,876,388 tags.
Latent effort refers to the potential effort that could be exerted on a fishery if
everyone in it fished as hard as he or she
could. But records indicate that many
hold a license to lobster but do not fish
during a certain year. Others may not
fish all the traps they are allowed in their
zone. Others might. According to the report, “GMRI estimates that 391,142 trap
tags which have already been issued

could be actively fished right away, and
another 845,444 new traps could be issued immediately to eligible fishermen.
This indicates that a combined total of
1,236,586 additional traps could enter
the state’s waters, if all license holders purchased tags for, and fished, their
maximum number of traps.” (p. 7). Those
additional tags would mean a 39% increase in effort, although many of the
tags would be held by lobstermen who
harvest less than 10,000 pounds per year.
The report found that individuals
wishing to enter the lobster fishery sit on
a waiting list for an average of six years.
There are 296 people currently on the
lists, however; many of those might be
on the waiting list for twenty years before
receiving a license, due to the tag-based
entry-to-exit ratios in most zones. The
authors found that often lobstermen reduce the number of traps they fish prior
to retiring., Thus the number of trap tags
retired when they give up their licenses
is much less than the number they historically fished. The authors refer to this
discrepancy as underaccounting of tags.
Lobster landings in Maine have
increased steadily during the past two
decades, luring more into the fishery as
groundfishing and other fisheries have
become more restrictive. Fortunately,
the lobster population has remained robust and abundance expanded during
those years. Yet, as lobster landings have
gained greater dominance among all

Maine’s marine resources, coastal communities have come to rely on this one
species for their economic wellbeing. “...if
the resource were to decline, the current
system would not be able to respond fast
enough to prevent overfishing, which
could be catastrophic to Maine’s lobster
industry and coastal communities.” (p.
8).
So what should be done about these
problems? To address latent effort, the
study recommends that the state institute a tiered licensing system. “The
outreach meetings conducted reflected
a very strong interest in providing flexibility for fishermen to build up or build
down, based on age and business strategy. A viable option, familiar to Maine
lobstermen as a result of a 2008 Lobster
Advisory Council Task Force effort, is a
four-tier license structure, in which current license holders are sorted into tiers
based on landings histories and tag sales,
and with a mechanism for individuals to
move between the tiers. A similar system has been developed in the California
Dungeness Crab fishery, as a result of an
industry-based task force.” (p. 72)
The study recommends changing
the way tags are accounted for when a
lobsterman retires as one method to reduce time spent on a license waiting list.
Furthermore, they suggest that current
entry-to-exit ratios should be reviewed
in consultation with the DMR. “Finally,
a tiered licensing system, as proposed
above and further detailed in this report,
would reduce waiting periods by allowing more people in the lower tiers.” (p. 9)
Positioning the state to respond
quickly should lobster populations take
a dive would require a Fisheries Management Plan. This management plan would
establish “clear goals for the fishery along
with specific objectives that will help
meet those goals. In the meantime, every
effort should be made to make future effort restrictions more manageable. That
goal suggests keeping effort – the number of traps – at current levels.” (p. 10)
Reaction to the report has been
mixed. Patrice McCarron, MLA executive
director, stated that the report provides
an interesting look at where we are, and
a mechanism to start the conversation.
However, she noted several inconsistencies within the report. “They missed

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
127 Pound Rd • PO Box 334 • Hancock, Maine 04640
207-422-3217 • peted@garbolobster.com

some of the changes to the limited entry
system which address deficiencies that
the industry has already identified with
the system. The regulations changed in
2007 so that tags rather than licenses
were used for entry-exit ratios. There was
no analysis of the change in tags from
2007 to 2011,” she said. “The change to
tags was in recognition that a limited
entry program based on licenses was
not working. Changing the accounting
of tags would undermine the limited
entry program’s ability to reach its goal
– reduce effort.” On the positive side,
McCarron stated, “The report correctly
identifies latent effort and the industry’s
vulnerability in the face of a downturn in
the resource as issues that need to be addressed.”
Long Island lobsterman Steve Train
thinks the authors did a good job covering a very tough subject.” There are a
lot of good points in it. It’s good to have
someone outside take a look at the system,” he said. Train thought that the
study correctly highlighted the fact that
the lobster industry is not at all prepared
if the lobster population should take a
turn downward. That possibility and the
hidden latent effort that could pour into
the fishery are definitely concerns to be
tackled sooner, rather than later, according to Train. But will lobstermen make
the effort? “I really hope that we as an
industry can use this report as a tool to
improve the fishery,” Train said. “But lobstermen are very reluctant to change.”
DMR is holding a series of meetings
this month to discuss the report’s findings with lobstermen. Commissioner
Keliher stated at the December meeting of the Lobster Advisory Council that
the agency would begin work on a lobster fishery management plan in order
to prepare for future changes in lobster
abundance. In a press release announcing the January meeting schedule, Keliher said “I hope the report’s analysis
will provide us all with a common understanding of what is happening in the
fishery, and that it will foster a great deal
of conversation about the future of the
fishery. These meetings with members of
the lobster industry and other interested
parties will inform the development of a
Department proposal for discussion with
the Legislature.”

Mandatory reporting continued from page 9

protected as confidential according to
12 M.R.S. §6173 and Chapter 5 regulations. Data released to the public are
summarized such that no information
is released in a manner that identifies
any individual or business. DMR looks
for ways to ease the reporting burden
on harvesters. Currently, harvesters may
fax, email, or mail reports to DMR; those
who report to National Marine Fisheries
Service may submit data to that agency
electronically without having to send
DMR any additional paperwork. In the

near future, DMR also hopes to have a
secure website available for those wishing to electronically report directly to
DMR. We hope that all harvesters can
understand their role in this data collection is vital – the information provided
by harvesters will be used to manage the
fishery in the future. The data provides
a means to evaluate fisheries and help
managers make better informed decisions to ensure a sustainable future for
Maine’s fisheries.
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In the NEWS
Shrimp season pinched tight

Music, poetry of the sea coming to the Maine Maritime Museum

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s Northern Shrimp Section approved a total allowable catch (TAC) of 625 metric tons (MT), a 72% reduction from last
year’s quota. The TAC is further subdivided into a research set aside of 5.44 mt, a trawl
fishery TAC of 539.02 mt, and a trap fishery TAC of 80.54 mt. Each fishery will close
when 85% of its TAC is projected to be reached and a four-day advance notice will be
issued prior to the closure of each fishery.

Maine, with its long maritime tradition and vital fishing industry, is home to many
talented and creative artists who write about the sea on which they work. The Maine
Maritime Museum will bring this art to wider public attention with “Voices of the Sea:
The Poetry and Song of Maine’s Fishermen and Those Who Work on the Water” this
spring. The program will feature readings and musical performances by poets and musicians who are also professional fisherman or mariners. Individuals interested in participating can contact Museum Education Coordinator Jim Nelson at 207-443-1616 ext
325 or by e-mail at Nelson@maritimeme.org.

The trawl fishery will begin on January 23, with two landing days (Monday and
Wednesday) and no trip limit. The trap fishery will begin on February 5, with six landing
days (every day but Sunday) and an 800 pound trip limit. The Section considered several
factors in setting the specifications for the 2013 fishery. These include (1) the northern
shrimp stock is overfished and overfishing has been occurring for the last three years;
(2) all abundance surveys are exhibiting a downward trend (since 2007 biomass has
steadily declined and is currently at its lowest level); and (3) poor recruitment (shrimp
entering into the fishery) in 2010 and 2011. Northern shrimp recruitment is related to
both spawning biomass and ocean temperatures, with higher spawning biomass and
colder temperatures producing stronger recruitment. Ocean temperatures in the western Gulf of Maine shrimp habitat have been warming in recent years and have reached
or approached unprecedented highs in the past three years. This suggests a less hospitable environment for northern shrimp and indicates the critical need for protecting
spawning biomass.
New communications staff person joins DMR
Jeff Nichols recently began work as the Department
of Marine Resources new communications specialist.
He will work in the office of the commissioner. Among
Nichols’ tasks are to improve the user-friendliness of the
agency’s Web site and other communication tools and
to serve as a business development liaison, working on
seafood marketing and connecting seafood businesses
with state resources. Nichols has worked in Maine’s rural communities through the Maine Rural Partners program and in the state’s logging industries. He most recently worked for ten years as the
Public Affairs coordinator at the Mount Desert Island hospital in Bar Harbor.

Ocean acidification gets state attention
Washington State’s Blue Ribbon Panel on Ocean Acidification released its report
“Ocean acidification - From Knowledge to Action, Washington’s Strategic Response” on
November 27. The first of state-level analysis of its kind, the report includes 42 recommendations and specific objectives to combat ocean acidification, including projects
such as increasing seaweed farming to remove carbon dioxide from ocean waters, and
generalities such as reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
As the report stated in its executive summary, “Today’s ocean acidification is important not only for the amount of change that has occurred thus far but also for how
quickly it is happening. The current rate of acidification is nearly ten times faster than
any time in the past 50 million years, outpacing the ocean’s capacity to restore oceanic
pH and carbonate chemistry.” This change concerned Governor Chris Gregoire because
Washington State leads the nation in production of farmed shellfish. The shellfish industry contributes $270 million annually to Washington’s economy and supports 3,200
jobs. An increasingly acidic Pacific ocean has caused massive losses of oyster larvae in
the state’s shellfish hatcheries, beginning in 2007.

Marine patrol continued from page 18

Most of the BMP’s $6 million budget is from the state’s general fund (63%), with the
remainder comprised of dedicated funds from the JEA and United States Coast Guard
for boating and federal whale regulations. Very little of the budget is secured through
licensing fees.
Being a Marine Patrol Officer is not for the faint of heart. Recruits are met with a
tall order of job expectations and submit to the same training and testing as any state
police officer. “We’re really the state of Maine’s Navy, so to speak – helping any state
agency with issues along the coast like untaxed cigarettes on an island, tax collection
for vessel purchases, transportation to the islands, you name it,” Fessenden said. “We
are on the front line with the Maine Emergency Management Agency on any disaster
or public safety issues along the coast, and often need to work with the state medical
examiner’s office to help bring resolution to the family [of persons lost at sea]”.
According to one officer, the job is rewarding by definition. “I enjoy dealing with
fishermen,” said specialist Mike Neelon, who captains the P/V Challenge II out of South
Portland. Fessenden believes that that his officers are proud of their relationship with
the fishing industry, and rely on support from industry to do their job well. “They’re
good people,” he said simply.
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LaRosa continued from page 3

from the fishing boat and processed
within 12 hours can improve the yield by
2%. It may not sound like a big number
but, if you consider that processed meat
yield is currently only 25%, that’s an 8%
increase in yield. What would happen
to the boat price if the processing yield
could be increased from 25% to 40%?
If lobstermen improved onboard
handling and worked with processors it
would improve and ultimately strengthen the entire industry. The lobstermen
need to segregate lobsters onboard
into two or three categories: shippable,
poundable and processing. Some say a
fisherman grading lobsters is like the fox

guarding the hen house. I’m sure this industry shift will sound crazy, but the alternative is a slow death.
The pounding segment of the lobster industry is dying. Maine’s pounds
still rely on the same pounding methods
used 150 years ago. Millions of dollars
of lobsters are still corralled into fenced
coves for up to six months. The pound
keeper puts them on the bottom, never
to be seen again for six months (except
for periodic samplings if there is no ice).
He’s making a high-stakes bet on how severe the weather will be and how it will
affect water temperatures and predators.
With today’s technologies in aquaculture

In memory of Wally “Chubby” Gray and Wayne Young,
crew of the Foxy Lady II lost at sea on December 19, 2012.
Members of the Deer Isle-Stonington community have established
a fund to help their families.
Those who wish to show their support may send donations to:
Fishermen’s Fund
Bar Harbor Bank & Trust
25 Church St
Deer Isle, ME 04627

HYDRO-SLAVE

there is no need for anyone to be in these
risky situations.
In the past, Canada has had the
advantage of a stronger lobster, but the
disadvantage of having supply available
for only six months, during winter and
spring. It dovetailed the timing of the
Maine summer and fall catches. But every winter the Canadians would have to
fight to reestablish their customers. During the past 12 years, however, they have
perfected dry land pounding techniques
to the point that they can successfully
store lobsters long enough to supply Canadian hardshell lobsters almost the entire year. They now control the northern
Europe and Asian markets all year.
The Canadians solved their problem by pounding lobsters indoors with
controlled water temperature, eliminating weather risks. They can sample and
test their entire inventory in a controlled
manner. In addition, the lobsters are
shipped looking as clean as fresh-caught.
Algae and seaweed-covered lobsters harvested from the Maine tidal pounds compare unfavorably.
I have not seen any funding discussed for using modern pounding
technologies. We have pound owners
with the knowledge, will and desire to
improve, but they don’t have the funding. There needs to be economical holding systems developed to store and feed
soft-shell lobsters to increase meat yield
and harden the shells during the summer months. This would improve our
image in the market and make soft-shell
lobsters more valuable for lobstermen. It

would also provide Maine with a winter
supply of high-quality lobsters, which
will enable us to compete against Canada in the December holiday season and
winter months.
You should make and taste the soup
before you decide to tell the world how
great it is. Put your money up at the beginning of the distribution chain where it
will help. Funding should be made available to scientists to develop a means of
measuring handling stresses and use
it as a tool to design better methods to
improve long distance shipping quality
and shelf life; improve processing yields;
and improve dry land pounding techniques. Provide working capital, dock
space, holding systems and marketing
assistance that will allow groups of lobstermen to hold and care for their graded
lobsters until picked up by wholesalers,
pounds and processors. Build on what
the Canadians developed and customize
low-cost, efficient, dry land holding systems for Maine lobsters. Use aquaculture
technologies and develop feeds to harden the shell and increase meat content of
Maine lobsters. Develop high value products and byproducts to utilize the 75%
processing waste.
Maine lobstermen, you have given
the helm of your future to the politicians,
consultants and self-serving shoreside
interests while you sit on the stern waiting for them to drive you to the land of
plenty. Look at how well that worked for
the groundfish fishermen. Get on the
other side of the dock and TAKE CONTROL!
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Wescott continued from page 6

Helmet contributes 5% of its sales to the
MLCA.
Walker noted that Seth Wescott is
unique among athletes of his stature. “He
built his home in Maine, started Maine
businesses, employs Maine residents,
coaches up-and-coming Maine kids. He
is super proud of his roots and of being
a part of the Maine community,” Walker
said. Most skiers and snowboarders at
Wescott’s level live out west at larger
mountains with higher profiles, Walker
added. This helmet is Wescott’s way of
paying back to the state that helped him
become the premier athlete that he is today.
“The Baker is the original lid that I
have worn around the world since 2005.
It’s been with me to the top of the Olympic podium both times and has been
with me through many of the best moments of my life on snow,” Wescott said
of the Wescott Baker Pro model. The
helmet has a red visor and features a
buoy design with the phrase “Wescott of
Maine” on the back. It is being marketed
through a print campaign to core ski and
snowboard magazines; Bern is developing a custom point of purchase for Maine
accounts. “We are working with our public relations channels, specifically on the
east coast, to get some media attention.
We will be hosting a party at Seth’s res-

taurant [The Rack] at Sugarloaf but the
dates are still to be determined. We are
also highlighting it at the Snowsports
Industries of America show,” explained
Walker.
Wescott’s certainly understands the
notion of quality, both on the slopes and
here in Maine. “Maine lobsters are known
around the world as the best. I truly take
pride in that being the world standard,”
he said. “We as Mainers need to do whatever we can to help support this industry
and all those hardcore fishermen and
women who take to our waters to bring
home the finest exports our state has.”

Ad courtesy of Bern Unlimited
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JANUARY 2

JANUARY 14

JANUARY 28

FEBRUARY 13

DMR lobstering public forum, Department of Marine Resources, Boothbay
Harbor, 5 p.m. FMI: 624-6596

DMR lobstering public forum, 5 p.m. at
the Log Cabin, Yarmouth. FMI: 624-6596

DMR lobstering public forum, 5 p.m., at
the Bristol Town Hall. FMI: 624-6596

TAA workshop, 5:00 - 8:00 p.m., Lobster
Market Overview, Machias Savings Bank,
Machias. RSVP to 967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@gmail.com

JANUARY 3
DMR lobstering public forum, 11 a.m., at
the Jonesport Fire Station. FMI: 624-6596
DMR lobstering public forum, 4 p.m.,
at the Machias Memorial High School.
FMI: 624-6596
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Lobster Market Overview, Ellsworth City Hall. RSVP
to 967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@gmail.
com
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Alternative Enterprises, Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland. RSVP to 967-4555 or email
lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
JANUARY 4
DMR lobstering public forum, 10 a.m.
at the Gouldsboro Community Center.
FMI: 624-6596
JANUARY 7

TAA workshop, 5-8 p.m., Product Quality
and Handling, Ellsworth City Hall. RSVP
to 967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@gmail.
com
JANUARY 16
DMR lobstering public forum, 11 a.m.
at the Bucksport Town Office. FMI: 6246596
DMR lobstering public forum, 4 p.m. at
the Deer Isle-Stonington High School
Cafeteria. FMI: 624-6596
TAA workshop, 5-8 p.m., Alternative Enterprises, Rockland Lighthouse Museum,
Rockland. RSVP to 967-4555 or email
lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
JANUARY 17
DMR lobstering public forum, 11 a.m. at
the Vinalhaven Town Office. FMI: 6246596
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Lobster Market
Overview, Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland. RSVP to 967-4555 or email
lobsterrsvp@gmail.com

JANUARY 29-31

JANUARY 30
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Lobster Marketing and Branding, Machias Savings
Bank, Machias. RSVP to 967-4555 or
email lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
JANUARY 31
DMR lobstering public forum, 5 p.m., at
the York Public Library. FMI: 624-6596
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Lobster Marketing and Branding, Ellsworth City Hall.
RSVP to 967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@
gmail.com
FEBRUARY 4

JANUARY 23

FEBRUARY 6

DMR lobstering public forum, 6 p.m. at
the St. George Town Hall, Tenants Harbor. FMI: 624-6596

DMR lobstering public forum, 11 a.m., at
the Scarborough Town Office. FMI: 6246596

TAA workshop, 5-8
p.m., Lobster Marketing and Branding,
Rockland Lighthouse
Museum, Rockland.
RSVP to 967-4555 or
email lobsterrsvp@
gmail.com

JANUARY 8 – 10
ASMFC American Lobster Stock Assessment Data Workshop, New Bedford. FMI:
tkerns@gmail.com.
JANUARY 9
DMR lobstering public forum, 11 a.m., at
the Swans Island Fire House. FMI: 6246596
DMR lobstering public forum, 5 p.m., at
the Mount Desert Elementary School,
Northeast Harbor. FMI: 624-6596
TAA workshop, 5-8 p.m., Alternative Enterprises, Machias Savings Bank, Machias. RSVP to 967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@gmail.com

TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Product Quality and Handling, Rockland Lighthouse
Museum, Rockland. RSVP to 967-4555 or
email lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
JANUARY 24-27
Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association
Annual Weekend (all-day)@ Sea Crest
Hotel, Falmouth, MA
JANUARY 24 – 27
Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association
Annual Weekend, Falmouth MA. FMI:
781-545-6984

FEBRUARY 7
TAA workshop, 5 - 8
p.m., Business Planning, Gulf of Maine
Research Institute,
Portland. RSVP to
967-4555 or email
lobsterrsvp@gmail.
com

TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m., Business Planning, Rockland Lighthouse Museum,
Rockland. RSVP to 967-4555 or email
lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
FEBRUARY 26
TAA workshop, 5 - 8 p.m. , Alternative
Enterprises, Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland. RSVP to 967-4555 or
email lobsterrsvp@gmail.com
FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 2
Maine Fishermen’s Forum, Samoset Resort, Rockport.
MARCH 1

TAA workshop, 5-8 p.m., Alternative Enterprises, Ellsworth City Hall. RSVP to
967-4555 or email lobsterrsvp@gmail.
com

DMR lobstering public forum, 2 p.m. at
the Hahn Community Center, Friendship. FMI: 624-6596

DMR lobstering public forum, 4 p.m., at
the Bath City Hall Auditorium. FMI: 6246596

FEBRUARY 20

NEFMC meeting, Portsmouth, NH

MLA Annual Meeting, 9 a.m., Samoset
Resort, Rockport. FMI: 967-4555.

137 Pleasant Hill Road, Scarborough
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THE MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S COMMUNITY ALLIANCE IN ACTION
The Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance (MLCA) is managing an inshore herring acoustic survey, undertaken with the Gulf of Maine Research Institute in 2012. The
pilot year of the project ended in 2012.
From September to November last year, ten lobster boats from throughout the
coast conducted weekly surveys of Atlantic herring populations found in the nearshore
waters of the Gulf of Maine. Atlantic herring are at the center of the Gulf of Maine’s ecological and economic food webs. They are the dominant forage fish in the region and account for nearly three-quarters of the bait used by Maine’s lobster industry. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has not surveyed inshore herring populations for
many years. Without accurate knowledge about inshore abundance, scientists cannot
accurately assess overall herring stock health. The data gathered through this survey
could influence future herring stock assessments and hence, overall quota allocations.
The MLCA recruited ten lobstermen, from Cutler to York, to take part in the project. Each man’s lobster boat was outfitted with a through-hull Simrad ES-70 echosounder, computer and other equipment. For three months, the participants followed
a pre-determined track during over night hours once a week, collecting data on herring
stocks for an eight-hour period. The tracks generally ran from close to shore out to the

Each transect conducted by lobstermen participating in the herring survey was approximately
60 miles, encompassing 4,140 ove rhte three months of the project. GMRI illustration.

50 fathom mark. A total of 69 individual surveys were completed this fall. Each transect
covered 60 miles, totaling 4,140 miles covered during those three months.
“Overall, the first year went really well. The dedication of each of the lobstermen
was amazing,” said Curt Brown, a research technician at the Gulf of Maine Research
Institute and a southern Maine lobsterman.
“My personal experience was that doing the survey was something totally new to
me. Over the seven surveys that I did it was interesting to see how schools of herring
changed. One particularly large school off Cape Small was there the first three weeks of
the survey and then in the next couple weeks it started to get smaller and smaller until
by the end of the survey it was gone,” he said.
Patrice McCarron, president of the MLCA, explained that the project uses relatively
low-cost equipment to gather high quality data that corresponds with that collected by
NMFS offshore acoustic survey. “The NOAA offshore acoustic survey is in Area 3. The
fact that they have the same equipment on their boat helps in making the data from
both inshore and offshore closer to apples-to-apples. They can correlate it.” McCarron
said that she was very happy with the results of this pilot year and looks forward to data
gathered in future years. “The scope of our surveys, their frequency, and the data that
we were able to get are truly remarkable in terms of achievement, and very cost effective
when compared to research cruise type of model,” she said.

The transponders use sonar to bounce a sound wave off a school of fish. The sound wave can
tell a reader if the school is made up of herring or another Gulf of Maine species.
Image courtesy of Curt Brown.
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